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Independence Of The Seas
02-Feb-2013

Sailing Itinerary*
Day

Port*

Arrive

Depart

Actvity

05:30 pm

Docked

Sat Feb 02

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Sun Feb 03

Cruising

Mon Feb 04

Cruising

Tue Feb 05

Philipsburg, St. Maarten

08:00 am

06:00 pm

Docked

Wed Feb 06

Basseterre, St. Kitts

07:00 am

05:00 pm

Docked

Thu Feb 07

San Juan, Puerto Rico

07:00 am

02:00 pm

Docked

Fri Feb 08

Labadee, Haiti

10:00 am

06:00 pm

Docked

Sat Feb 09

Cruising

Sun Feb 10

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

05:30 am

Docked

*All itineraries are subject to change without notice.
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Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within
the cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
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General Information
Discover new places, new foods and new experiences. Travel to some of the most exciting sites the world has to offer and do things
you never dreamed you would, or could. This is your vacation - and with our Shore Excursions you can be sure it will be one to
remember.
Why Book Shore Excursions









Whether you’
re looking for a high-energy adventure or a laid-back, relaxing day, we have a shore excursion for you –from
sightseeing to snorkeling, boating to flightseeing, hiking to beach breaks and so much more.
Years of experience and guest feedback have gone into the selection of the tours offered so that the shore excursions provide
the best each port has to offer with a wide variety of activities and options to choose from.
We’
ve done the work of planning your day so you don’
t have to –just choose which adventure to embark on.
If there are any unforeseen changes in itinerary or arrival time, we’
ll take care of the details so you can enjoy your cruise
vacation.
Tours are independently operated with local, reputable and insured tour operators.

Purchasing Shore Excursions
You can book your shore excursions before you board the ship or once you’
re onboard:

BEFORE YOU BOARD
ONBOARD THE SHIP
At
> At the Explorations!
www.RoyalCaribbean.com/ShoreEx Desk
> With the order form
> Through interactive TV
(where available)

To purchase your shore excursions, view full tour descriptions, images and videos, or download the shore excursion brochures, visit:
www.RoyalCaribbean.com/ShoreEx. You can browse the shore excursions by port of call or activity type. You will need to enter
your cruise reservation ID, ship name and sail date to view and purchase excursions specific to your cruise. Please note that not all
excursions are available on all ships and sail dates.
You can purchase your shore excursions online from at least 3 months to 4 days prior to your cruise vacation. We strongly
encourage you to purchase your tours before boarding the ship to ensure you get your first choice as many tours have limited space
available and so you can begin enjoying your vacation as soon as you get onboard –one less thing on your mind once your vacation
begins. In using our website to purchase your shore excursions, please rest assured that Royal Caribbean keeps your personal
data, including credit card details, secure.
When planning your shore excursions, please consider the following:


In many cases, it is possible to participate in two tours in one day. If booking two tours, we suggest allowing approximately
45 minutes to 1 hour between tours.
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Tour departure times in this brochure and online are local time. Once onboard, please check your tickets for meeting time
and location. For ports where guests must tender ashore, if your tour meets on the pier, please allow sufficient time for the
tender ride. Departure times are subject to change at anytime.
As weather is beyond anyone’
s control, tours are designed to operate under most conditions, thus tours operate rain or
shine. In the event a tour is cancelled as a result of inclement weather or for any other reason, you will receive a full refund to
your onboard SeaPass account.

After you complete your purchase online, you will receive an email confirmation. Your tour tickets will be delivered to your stateroom
onboard the ship. Please check them carefully and note the meeting time and place to join your tour. Please note some tours will
meet in an onboard lounge while others will meet directly on the pier.
Although we know you’
ll enjoy the tours you select, if you change your mind, you can also process a cancellation online for any
tours you’
ve purchased online up to 4 days prior to your sail date. Tours are subject to cancellation or withdrawal at any time
without prior notice.

Once onboard the ship, you can purchase tours by visiting the Explorations! Desk, completing the order form found in your
stateroom, or using the interactive TV system available on most ships. Purchases made onboard the ship will be charged to your
onboard SeaPass folio which you sign up for through Online Check-in or at the pier during check-in. Cancellation deadlines for each
port are noted onboard and any cancellations requested once onboard the ship will be processed to your onboard SeaPass folio.
Please note that some tours such as overland or overnight tours that include flights and/or hotels may have a special cancellation
policy due to the nature of the arrangements that must be made in advance. Please read the tour description carefully for these
cancellation details.

For guests with mobility disabilities and challenges, please send accessible tour inquiries and requests to shorexaccess@rccl.com
no later than 21 days prior to your saildate. For more information on Accessible Cruising and Shore Excursions, please visit
www.RoyalCaribbean.com. Please note that tours operated outside of the United States may not provide the same level of access
to guests with disabilities.
If you are traveling with a group or would like to arrange a custom or private tour for your family or larger group, please contact us at
groupshorex@rccl.com.
For guests participating on a Royal Caribbean Alaska Cruisetour, we offer additional excursions during the land portion of your
vacation which you may purchase up to 10 days prior to your vacation or from your Tour Director once you’
ve joined the land portion.
Land excursions are available for an additional fee and are scheduled during free time so you don’
t miss a minute of planned
activities.
Tour Pricing
Prices for shore excursions are quoted per person in the selected currency. In many destinations, we offer private vehicles for you to
book for more independent sightseeing and these are priced per vehicle as noted in the tour description. Shore excursions include
transportation and local guide or escort, unless otherwise noted. Other amenities such as drinks, meals, entrance fees are included
as noted in the tour description. Should you choose to leave a tour prior to its completion; any costs incurred to return to the ship
will be at your expense. Refunds will not be made for guests who choose to deviate, leave or otherwise not utilize all of the services
scheduled to be provided during the excursion.

Children’
s pricing is available on many tours for guests aged 4 –12 years. There is no charge for infants 3 years and under for shore
excursions (lap child). A parent or guardian must accompany guests under 18 years of age on all tours.
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Gratuities are not included in tour prices unless specifically noted. Extending a gratuity to your guide and/or driver is strictly
optional; however, in some countries, these personnel may anticipate that if you are pleased with their services, you will reward them
in a monetary fashion. A commonly accepted guideline is $4-$6 USD per person for a half day tour and $10-$15 USD per person for
a full day tour.
Exchange rates used to calculate prices online are updated periodically. Online shore excursions purchases must be conducted in
the same currency as your cruise reservation. Cancellations processed online will be to same credit card and in the same currency
as the purchase. Any tours cancelled once onboard will be refunded in USD to your onboard Seapass account.
Prices are subject to change at any time and may vary by sailing. The prices included in this brochure are accurate for the selected
sailing at the time the brochure was generated online. To view current pricing, please log into the Pre-Cruise Planner for your
specific sail date at www.RoyalCaribbean.com/ShoreEx.

Once Onboard the Ship

Once onboard, if you pre-purchased tours, your tour tickets will be delivered to your stateroom. Please review them carefully and
take note of the meeting time and location for each tour. Some tours will meet in an onboard lounge while others meet directly on
the pier. For ports where guests must tender ashore, if your tour meets on the pier, please allow sufficient time for the tender ride.
In the event of a delayed arrival into port, please listen for announcements regarding ship clearance to proceed ashore and/or tour
departure times. If your tour is meeting in an onboard lounge, staff will make announcements in the lounge regarding tour departure
times.
In the event of a change in itinerary or arrival time, you will receive notification of any required changes to the tours you’
ve selected.
For guests who have made tour arrangements with vendors not advertised through Royal Caribbean, the shipboard staff will not be
able to assist with any changes to those arrangements and Royal Caribbean will not provide refunds for these arrangements if they
must be cancelled.
When determining what to wear and bring with you during your tour, please consider the expected weather conditions and where you
will be going during the day. Some countries may have more conservative ideas about dress than you’
re accustomed to. Many
places of worship may require visitors to dress conservatively such as avoiding wearing shorts, tank tops and revealing clothing.
When reviewing the tour descriptions, please look for the Dress Code icon and language regarding appropriate dress code. We also
recommend comfortable walking shoes and in sunny destinations, we suggest a hat, protective sunscreen and sunglasses. Please
read the tour descriptions carefully for any additional suggestions on clothing and what to bring. If you have additional questions,
please visit the Explorations! Desk onboard.

Many tours allow time for guests to shop or to explore independently, however, unless specifically noted as a shopping tour, tours
are not designed around shopping and time allocated is limited and may be altered as needed during the tour. Please look for the
Shopping icon and language in the tour description regarding time allowed for independent exploration and shopping.
Standards and types of transportation vary considerably throughout the world. Vehicles used for shore excursions may not have air
conditioning, restroom facilities and/or seat belts/restraints. For the comfort of all guests, smoking is not allowed on any vehicles
used during shore excursions.
Many ports are not located in the city center. For the convenience of guests, a shuttle bus service has been arranged for a fee in
those ports where applicable that do not have adequate local transportation available. This service is setup to complement the local
transportation and guests are welcome to utilize the local services. Details of which ports will have a shuttle service available for a
fee will be provided onboard.
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All guests are required to be back onboard no later than 30 minutes prior to the scheduled departure time which is posted at the
gangway each day. Shore excursions are scheduled to meet these requirements. If you leave a tour while in progress, you are
responsible for ensuring your return to the ship on time. If for any reason a tour is delayed, the shipboard management team will be
notified and will await the tour’
s return. Guests on tours with vendors not advertised through Royal Caribbean are responsible for
ensuring they return to the ship on time as it will not wait for them, if delayed.

Responsibility
Excursions are offered for sale by Royal Caribbean International as a convenience to our guests. While great care has been taken
to offer the finest excursions available at each port, these excursion services are provided by independent tour operators, and Royal
Caribbean International will not be responsible or liable for any loss, damage, injury, costs, or delays resulting from, or in conjunction
with, your use of these services. Royal Caribbean International acts only as the agent of the supplier of these services and does so
on the express condition that no liability of any kind, howsoever caused, shall attach to Royal Caribbean or its agents, servants or
employees in connection with or arising there from. All tickets, coupons and vouchers issued by Royal Caribbean International for
Shore Excursions arrangements made on behalf of guests are expressly subject to the terms and conditions of the person or
company providing such transportation facilities ashore.
Icons & Descriptions
This brochure contains descriptions for all of the shore excursions available on your cruise vacation. As the brochure may be more
pages than you’
d like to print, we’
ve added Summary of Tours pages for each port so you can use those or print them as a
reference. The same long tour descriptions that are included in this brochure are also available on the website at
www.RoyalCaribbean.com/ShoreEx.
Some tours may also have restrictions such as age, weight and height. These restrictions are established by the tour operators for
the safety and comfort of our guests. Each tour also has an assigned activity level of mild, moderate or strenuous which acts as a
guideline for choosing the most appropriate tour for you. Kindly note the below symbols act only as a guideline and guests must
make their own judgment regarding participating in tours. Guests must always consider any pre-existing medical conditions when
deciding whether to participate in a tour. It is recommended that guests consult their personal doctor before going on a tour if they
have any pre-existing medical conditions. There are additional symbols to assist with your tour selection. The symbols represent
the following:
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Terms and Conditions
Prices of Shore & Land Excursions include local transportation, such as motorcoaches, limousines, taxis and boats (unless
otherwise indicated in the excursion description). Meals and/or beverages are only provided when specified in the excursion
description. Snorkeling, scuba and golf tours only include the equipment specified as part of the price. Shore & Land Excursions are
subject to cancellation or modification, depending on the number of guests participating. In the event of an excursion cancellation or
modification, we will endeavor to provide advance notice to you. Certain tours have a minimum booking requirement, or must be
limited to a maximum number of participants. Not all excursions described on this website may be available during a particular
sailing or during your Alaska Cruisetour. Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. reserves the right to cancel any Shore & Land Excursion due
to inclement weather conditions, or any other reason whatsoever, and shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever to guest(s) by
reason of such cancellation. Full refunds will be extended to guests holding tickets for canceled Shore & Land Excursions. The
Guest accepts that Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. acts as agent only for passengers and has no responsibility for the performance of
the Shore & Land Excursions herein specified. See your travel partner for additional terms and conditions applicable to your
purchase of a Shore or Land Excursion.
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Summary of Tours
Philipsburg, St. Maarten - 05-Feb-2013
Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within the
cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
Adult
Approximate
Price
Duration
USD

Child
Price
USD

12:30 pm

3 hr(s) 30 min 45.00
(s)

23.00

Moderate N/A

1:30 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 24.00
(s)

14.00

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 57.00
(s)

41.00

Golden Eagle Island
Sailaway

Mild

Maximum Weight: 250
pounds
Minimum Age: 4 years

8:30 am

4 hr(s)

84.00

48.00

SM14

Seaworld Explorer

Mild

N/A

10:15 am

2 hr(s) 30 min 45.00
(s)

29.00

SM16

Discover Scuba Diving

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 350
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years

1:30 pm

3 hr(s)

119.00

119.00

SM17

St. Maarten Rhino Rider Strenuous Maximum Weight: 250
Adventure
pounds
Minimum Age: 10 years

11:45 am

3 hr(s)

94.00

94.00

SM25

St. Maarten Sensation & Mild
Beach Break with Lunch

Minimum Age: 6 years

10:00 am

6 hr(s)

79.00

69.00

SM31

St. Maarten Art Tour

Mild

N/A

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 45 min 49.00
(s)

39.00

SM32

Marigot Sailing and
Shopping

Mild

Minimum Age: 6 years

9:30 am

5 hr(s)

79.00

69.00

SM46

Shop, Sightsee Marigot
& Beach Getaway

Mild

N/A

11:00 am

5 hr(s)

69.00

66.00

SM50

Butterfly Farm & Beach

Mild

N/A

9:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 42.00
(s)

36.00

SM53

Explore the Boardwalk
the Fun Way - On a
Segway

Moderate Maximum Weight: 275
pounds
Minimum Age: 10 years

9:45 am
1:45 pm

1 hr(s) 30 min 75.00
(s)

75.00

Tour
Code

Tour Title

SM02

Butterfly Farm & Marigot Moderate N/A

SM04

St. Maarten Island Tour

SM06

St. Maarten Beach
Rendezvous

SM08
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SM56

America's Cup Sailing
Regatta

Moderate Minimum Age: 12 years

12:45 pm

3 hr(s)

89.00

89.00

SM57

St. Maarten Mountain
Bike Adventure

Strenuous Minimum Height: 58 inches
Minimum Age: 12 years

9:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 78.00
(s)

78.00

SM58

Afternoon Beach Break

Mild

12:45 pm

3 hr(s)

44.00

23.00

SM61

Deep Sea Fishing
Expedition

Moderate Minimum Age: 12 years

8:30 am
12:30 pm

4 hr(s)

229.00

229.00

SM62

Catamaran Sail &
Snorkel Adventure

Strenuous Minimum Age: 6 years

10:30 am

2 hr(s) 30 min 69.00
(s)

54.00

SM65

Scuba Dive with
Equipment

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 350
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years

8:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 139.00
(s)

139.00

SM66

Scuba Dive Without
Equipment

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 350
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years

8:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 119.00
(s)

119.00

SM72

Tiki Hut Snorkel Park

Mild

Minimum Age: 5 years

12:00 pm
2:00 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 69.00
(s)

49.00

SM79

Captain Morgan's Sailing Mild
Adventure

Minimum Age: 3 years

11:45 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 93.00
(s)

71.00

SM85

Captain Morgan Sail &
Snorkel

Moderate Minimum Age: 3 years,
Maximum Age: 90 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s)

78.00

56.00

SM88

Loterie Farm Treetop
Adventure Tour

Strenuous Minimum Height: 54 inches
Maximum Weight: 250
pounds

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 45 min 95.00
(s)

70.00

SM94

Sea and See Tour

Mild

11:15 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 49.00
(s)

32.00

SMA1

Sea Trek St. Maarten

Moderate Minimum Age: 8 years

11:30 am

2 hr(s) 30 min 99.00
(s)

99.00

SMA2

St. Maarten Beach Fun
Mobile Tour

8:30 am
Moderate Minimum Height 51 inches,
Maximum Height: 76 inches 12:00 pm
Minimum Weight: 60 pounds,
Maximum Weight: 225
pounds
Minimum Age: 8 years

3 hr(s)

114.00

114.00

SMB5

Harley in Paradise

Moderate Minimum Age: 25 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s)

229.00

229.00

SMB8

Mountain Top Downhill
Trek

Strenuous Minimum Age: 6 years

10:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 59.00
(s)
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SMB9

4x4 St. Maarten Safari & Moderate Minimum Age: 6 years
Beach Escape

9:30 am

6 hr(s) 30 min 109.00
(s)

109.00

SMC1

St. Maarten Natural
Wonders

12:30 pm

3 hr(s)

49.00

45.00

SMC2

Power Rafting Adventure Moderate Maximum Weight: 250
- Around the Island
pounds
Minimum Age: 8 years,
Maximum Age: 70 years

9:30 am
1:00 pm

3 hr(s)

79.00

69.00

SMC3

Aquaboat and Jeep
Adventure

Moderate Minimum Age: 6 years

9:30 am

6 hr(s) 30 min 136.00
(s)

136.00

SMC5

The Extreme

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 220
pounds
Minimum Age: 18 years

8:30 am

4 hr(s)

119.00

119.00

SMC9

Speedboat Dutch &
French Getaway

Moderate Maximum Weight: 275
pounds
Minimum Age: 6 years
Maximum Age: 100 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 45 min 119.00
(s)

119.00

SMD2

The Ultimate Island Tour: Mild
Explorer Cruise and
Island Tour

Maximum Weight: 250
pounds

8:15 am

4 hr(s)

56.00

19.00

SMD3

Magical Highlights
Sightseeing Tour

Minimum Age: 6 years

8:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 89.00
(s)

64.00

SMD4

Shipwreck Cove Snorkel Strenuous Minimum Age: 6 years

1:00 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 66.00
(s)

54.00

SMD5

Adventure Snuba and
Snorkel

9:30 am
2:30 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 89.00
(s)

89.00

SMD6

Historical Philipsburg By Strenuous Minimum Height: 56 inches,
Bicycle
Maximum Height: 79 inches
Maximum Weight: 240
pounds
Minimum Age: 13 years

10:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 52.00
(s)

52.00

SMD7

Kayak and Snorkel
Adventure

Moderate Maximum Weight: 250
pounds
Minimum Age: 9 years

11:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 72.00
(s)

59.00

SMF3

Scenic Hike & Yoga

Moderate Minimum Age: 11 years

11:00 am

3 hr(s)

54.00

54.00

SMF5

St. Maarten Carousel
Island Tour

Moderate Minimum Age: 1 Maximum
Age: 75

11:00 am

2 hr(s)

36.00

24.00
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SMF6

Easy St. Maarten
Mild
(Wheelchair Accessible)

N/A

9:00 am
1:00 pm

3 hr(s)

79.00

79.00

SMF7

Family Fun, Beach &
Nature Walk

Mild

Minimum Age: 4 years.

12:30 pm

4 hr(s)

72.00

59.00

SMF8

Made in Paradise

Mild

N/A

12:30 pm

4 hr(s)

56.00

56.00

SMG7

ATV

Moderate Minimum Height: 5 feet.
Maximum Weight: 300
pounds
Minimum Age: 21 years
Maximum Age: 65 years

8:30 am
12:00 pm

3 hr(s) 30 min 119.00
(s)

119.00

ZM07

PADI Scuba Diver
Certification Course

Strenuous Minimum Age: 12 years

9:00 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 249.00
(s)

249.00

* Prices are subject to change and may vary by sailing. Excursions must be purchased in the same currency as your cruise or
Alaska Cruisetour reservation. Exchange rates are determined by a competitive pricing program and may be subject to change
without notice.
Return to top
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Summary of Tours
Basseterre, St. Kitts - 06-Feb-2013
Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within the
cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
Adult
Approximate
Price
Duration
USD

Child
Price
USD

Moderate Minimum Weight: 35 pounds, 9:00 am
Maximum Weight: 340
1:00 pm
pounds
Minimum Age: 6 years,
Maximum Age: 75 years

3 hr(s)

69.00

52.00

Deep Sea Fishing

Moderate N/A

9:00 am

4 hr(s)

175.00

175.00

KT12

Mountain Biking &
Beach Tour

Moderate Minimum Height: 60 inches

8:30 am

4 hr(s)

78.00

78.00

KT15

Caribbean Scenic
Railway Tour

Mild

N/A

8:30 am
12:30 pm

3 hr(s)

99.00

49.00

KT21

The Essential St. Kitts
Tour

Mild

Maximum Weight: 340
pounds

9:30 am
1:15 pm

3 hr(s)

49.00

36.00

KT22

St. Kitts Rainforest
Adventure

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 340
pounds
Minimum Age: 4 years,
Maximum Age: 65 years

8:30 am
10:30 am

4 hr(s)

69.00

44.00

KT36

Royal St Kitts Golf

Moderate N/A

9:00 am

5 hr(s)

189.00

189.00

KT39

Caribbean Scenic Rail & Moderate N/A
Sail

8:30 am

4 hr(s)

149.00

75.00

KT58

Beach Extravaganza

Mild

N/A

12:30 pm

3 hr(s) 30 min 44.00
(s)

34.00

KT60

Caribbean Cooks

Mild

N/A

9:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 79.00
(s)

79.00

KT62

Island Adventure 4x4
Safari

Moderate N/A

1:00 pm

3 hr(s) 30 min 59.00
(s)

59.00

KT63

Mount Liamuiga Volcano Strenuous Minimum Age: 10 years
Hike

8:30 am

6 hr(s)

99.00

99.00

KT67

Fairview Greathouse and Mild
Beach

12:30 pm

3 hr(s) 45 min 52.00
(s)

46.00

Tour
Code

Tour Title

KT04

Snorkel St. Kitts

KT06
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KT68

Fairview Greathouse
Plantation Estate
Afternoon Tea

Mild

N/A

11:15 am

3 hr(s)

79.00

79.00

KT69

Caribbean Plantation and Mild
Beach

N/A

9:30 am

3 hr(s) 45 min 54.00
(s)

44.00

KT74

Quad Biking and Beach Moderate Maximum Weight: 250
pounds
Minimum Age: 18 years

12:30 pm

4 hr(s)

99.00

99.00

KT75

Snuba St. Kitts
Underwater Adventure

Moderate Minimum Age: 8 years

12:30 pm

2 hr(s) 45 min 79.00
(s)

79.00

KT76

Sky Safari Zipline

Moderate Minimum Weight: 60 pounds, 11:30 am
Maximum Weight: 270
12:30 pm
pounds.
1:00 pm

3 hr(s)

79.00

79.00

KT91

St. Kitts Nature
Adventure

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 52.00
(s)

47.00

KT92

Island History & Rum
Tasting

Mild

Minimum Age: 21 years.

1:30 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 49.00
(s)

49.00

KT93

A Day Trip to Nevis with Mild
Lunch

N/A

9:00 am

6 hr(s)

109.00

KT94

4x4 Island Safari &
Beach

Moderate N/A

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 64.00
(s)

49.00

KT95

St. Kitts Panoramic

Mild

N/A

1:15 pm

3 hr(s)

56.00

49.00

KT96

Scenes of St. Kitts

Mild

N/A

10:30 am

3 hr(s)

44.00

34.00

KT97

Nature Kayaking

Strenuous Maximum Height: 84 inches
Maximum Weight: 260
pounds
Minimum Age: 7 years
Maximum Age: 65 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s)

79.00

49.00

KT98

St. Kitts Catamaran Sail Mild
& Snorkel

Maximum Weight: 250
pounds.

12:45 pm

3 hr(s) 30 min 69.00
(s)

49.00

KT99

Catamaran St. Kitts
Nevis Historical
Coastline Cruise

Mild

Maximum Weight: 250
pounds.

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 68.00
(s)

46.00

KTA1

St. Kitts Stand Up
Paddle Board

Moderate Minimum Age: 8 years
Maximum Age: 80 years

9:30 am

3 hr(s)

79.00

109.00

79.00

* Prices are subject to change and may vary by sailing. Excursions must be purchased in the same currency as your cruise or
Alaska Cruisetour reservation. Exchange rates are determined by a competitive pricing program and may be subject to change
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Summary of Tours
San Juan, Puerto Rico - 07-Feb-2013
Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within the
cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
Tour
Code

Tour Title

Adult
Approximate
Price
Duration
USD

Child
Price
USD

8:30 am

2 hr(s) 30 min 39.00
(s)

39.00

Difficulty
Restrictions
Level

Departure
Time

Moderate N/A

SJ01

Old & New San Juan
City Tour

SJ04

Carabali Horseback Ride Strenuous Maximum Weight: 250
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years

7:00 am

4 hr(s)

99.00

99.00

SJ07

Old San Juan Walking
Tour

9:00 am

2 hr(s) 30 min 49.00
(s)

38.00

SJ25

Carabali ATV Adventure Strenuous Maximum Weight: 250
pounds
Minimum Age: 16 years

7:00 am

4 hr(s)

129.00

SJ29

The Fortresses of San
Juan

Moderate N/A

9:00 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 41.00
(s)

31.00

SJ41

Canopy Tour Zipline
Adventure

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 280
pounds
Minimum Age: 5 years

7:45 am
8:15 am
8:45 am
9:15 am

4 hr(s)

131.00

109.00

SJ68

Fortification Segway
Guided Tour

Strenuous Minimum Weight: 100
pounds, Maximum Weight:
260 pounds
Maximum Age: 65 years

7:30 am
10:15 am

2 hr(s)

96.00

96.00

SJ69

San Juan City and
Beaches by Bike

Strenuous Minimum Height: 54 inches, 8:30 am
Maximum Height: 78 inches
Minimum Weight: 70 pounds,
Maximum Weight: 240
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years,
Maximum Age: 70 years

3 hr(s) 15 min 79.00
(s)

65.00

SJ86

Rain Forest Nature Walk Moderate Minimum Age: 6 years
to Waterfall Adventure

7:30 am

5 hr(s) 30 min 99.00
(s)

94.00

SJA3

Discover Scuba Diving

Strenuous Minimum Age: 12 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 160.00
(s)

160.00

SJA4

Kayak and Snorkeling

Strenuous Maximum Weight: 250

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 145.00

145.00
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Adventure

pounds
Minimum Age: 5 years

(s)

SJA5

Marine Park Snorkeling

Moderate Minimum Age: 5 years

8:30 am

3 hr(s) 30 min 85.00
(s)

81.00

SJA6

Bacardi Distillery
Museum Tour

Moderate N/A

8:30 am

2 hr(s) 45 min 34.00
(s)

25.00

SJA7

El Yunque Rainforest
Drive

Moderate N/A

7:30 am

4 hr(s)

49.00

49.00

SJA8

El Yunque Rainforest
Hike

Strenuous Minimum Age: 10 years

7:30 am

4 hr(s) 45 min 59.00
(s)

59.00

* Prices are subject to change and may vary by sailing. Excursions must be purchased in the same currency as your cruise or
Alaska Cruisetour reservation. Exchange rates are determined by a competitive pricing program and may be subject to change
without notice.
Return to top
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Summary of Tours
Labadee, Haiti - 08-Feb-2013
Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within the
cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
Tour
Code

Difficulty
Restrictions
Level

Tour Title

Departure
Time

Adult
Approximate
Price
Duration
USD

Child
Price
USD

QLB0

Haitian Cultural Tour at Moderate N/A
Paradise Cove & Beach
Break

10:30 am
2:00 pm

3 hr(s)

65.00

65.00

QLB2

Labadee Snorkel Safari

10:45 am
1:15 pm

2 hr(s)

47.00

36.00

QLB4

Sandbar Island Getaway Mild

10:30 am

2 hr(s) 15 min 45.00
(s)

37.00

QLB5

Castaway at Malfini

Moderate Minimum Weight: 20 pounds, 10:30 am
Maximum Weight: 250
1:00 pm
pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years,
Maximum Age: 80 years

3 hr(s)

65.00

65.00

QLC8

Sandbar Island Adult
Getaway

Mild

1:15 pm

2 hr(s) 30 min 49.00
(s)

49.00

ZL01

Arawak Aqua Park

Moderate Minimum Height: 48 inches
Minimum Age: 4 years

10:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm

1 hr(s)

15.00

15.00

ZL02

Floating Beach Mat

Mild

10:00 am

At Your
Leisure

12.00

12.00

ZL03

Labadee Wave Jet Tour - Moderate Minimum Age: 16 years
Driver

10:00 am
10:30 am
11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm

1 hr(s)

89.00

89.00
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4:00 pm
4:30 pm
ZL04

Parasail

Moderate Minimum Age: 12 years

10:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
5:00 pm

1 hr(s)

79.00

79.00

ZL05

Kayak Adventure

Moderate Minimum Age: 8 years

11:00 am
1:30 pm

1 hr(s) 30 min 38.00
(s)

32.00

ZL06

Labadee Wave Jet Tour - Moderate Minimum Age: 10 years
Passenger

10:00 am
10:30 am
11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:30 pm

1 hr(s)

29.00

29.00

ZL16

Labadee Historic
Walking Tour

Moderate N/A

10:30 am
1:30 pm
3:00 pm

1 hr(s)

18.00

10.00

ZL26

Dragon's Breath Flight
Line

10:00 am
Strenuous Minimum Height: 60 inches
Minimum Weight: 75 pounds, 10:30 am
Maximum weight: 250 pounds 11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:30 pm

1 hr(s) 15 min 85.00
(s)

85.00

ZL29

Arawaky Snorkel
Adventure

Moderate Minimum Age: 10 years

10:00 am
12:15 pm
2:15 pm

1 hr(s) 45 min 69.00
(s)

49.00

ZL35

Dragon's Splash
Waterslide

Moderate Minimum Height: 48 inches
Minimum Age: 7 years

10:00 am

At Your
Leisure

20.00

20.00

ZL38

Dragon's Tail Coaster -

Moderate Minimum Age: 12 years

10:00 am

30 min(s)

19.00

19.00
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Single Ride

10:30 am
11:00 am
11:30 am
12:00 pm
12:30 pm
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
2:00 pm
2:30 pm
3:00 pm
3:30 pm
4:00 pm
4:30 pm

ZL49

Arawak Aqua Park &
Dragon's Tail Coaster
Single Ride Combo

Moderate Maximum Weight: 360
pounds
Minimum Age: 5 years

10:00 am
11:00 am
12:00 pm
1:00 pm
2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm

1 hr(s) 30 min 29.00
(s)

29.00

ZL88

Beach Cabana - Over the Mild
Water at Nellie's Beach

N/A

10:00 am

At Your
Leisure

250.00

250.00

ZL89

Beach Cabana - Hillside Mild
at Nellie's Beach

N/A

10:15 am

At Your
Leisure

225.00

225.00

ZLA6

Beach Cabana at Nellie's Mild
Beach

N/A

10:15 am

At Your
Leisure

225.00

225.00

* Prices are subject to change and may vary by sailing. Excursions must be purchased in the same currency as your cruise or
Alaska Cruisetour reservation. Exchange rates are determined by a competitive pricing program and may be subject to change
without notice.
Return to top
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Summary of Tours
Fort Lauderdale, Florida - 10-Feb-2013
Online Shore Excursions reservations for your sailing will be available up until 28-Jan-2013 11:59 PM EST. If you are within the
cut-off time, you will need to make your reservations onboard.
Tour
Code

Difficulty
Restrictions
Level

Tour Title

Departure
Time

Adult
Approximate
Price
Duration
USD

Child
Price
USD

FT01

Everglades Airboat Ride Moderate N/A
(Ends at FLL)

9:00 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 56.00
(s)

46.00

FT15

Everglades Airboat Ride Moderate N/A
(Ends at MIA)

9:00 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 62.00
(s)

57.00

FT16

Ft. Lauderdale Land and Mild
Sea (Ends at FLL)

N/A

9:00 am

4 hr(s)

59.00

46.00

FT17

Ft. Lauderdale Land and Mild
Sea (Ends at MIA)

N/A

9:00 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 70.00
(s)

59.00

FT21

Sawgrass Mills Mall
Express (Ends at FLL)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

4 hr(s)

39.00

32.00

FT22

Sawgrass Mills Mall
Express (Ends at MIA)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 49.00
(s)

32.00

FT27

Extended StayHollywood City Pass Ends at Ft Lauderdale
Airport (FLL)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 35.00
(s)

17.50

FT28

Extended StayHollywood City Pass ends at Miami Airport
(MIA)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

4 hr(s) 30 min 40.00
(s)

20.00

FT29

Extended StayHollywood City Pass Ends at Ft Lauderdale
Airport (FLL)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

6 hr(s)

35.00

17.50

FT30

Extended StayHollywood City Pass Ends at Miami Airport
(MIA)

Mild

N/A

9:30 am

6 hr(s)

40.00

20.00

* Prices are subject to change and may vary by sailing. Excursions must be purchased in the same currency as your cruise or
Alaska Cruisetour reservation. Exchange rates are determined by a competitive pricing program and may be subject to change
without notice.
Return to top
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Philipsburg, St. Maarten
05-Feb-2013
SM02

Butterfly Farm & Marigot

PRICES:

Adult 45.00/Child 23.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Overview:
Visit the delightful Butterfly Farm and explore and shop in both the French capital of Marigot and the Dutch capital of Philipsburg.

Highlights:
- Enjoy a scenic ride through both the Dutch and French sides of the island.
- Tour the colorful Butterfly Farm.
- Explore and shop in Marigot and Philipsburg (at the end of the tour.)
Full Description:
The scenery is magnificent as this narrated tour takes you through the lovely countryside of this two-nation island. The Butterfly
Farm welcomes you to their wonderful exhibition area where you will be greeted by a knowledgeable guide. Surrounded by
hundreds of the most exotic butterflies, your guide will point out courtship displays and relate interesting facts and stories. You will
witness the butterfly life cycle from laying eggs to caterpillar hatching. After the tour, enjoy a complimentary drink and browse the
extensive selection of butterfly-inspired gifts in the shop.
Re-board your coach en route to Marigot, the capital of the French side of the island. There will be plenty of time for browsing and
duty free shopping. Have your camera ready for picture taking at the Cole Bay International lookout point. Your tour ends in
Philipsburg where you can explore and shop in the Dutch capital or continue to the dock and return to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Money for shopping / souvenirs

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- The order of visiting the various tour sites may change.
- Most shops in the French capital of Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays.
SM04

St. Maarten Island Tour

PRICES:

Adult 24.00/Child 14.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:30 pm

Overview:
Travel in comfort on a guided tour through the beautiful countryside of this two-nation island. You’
ll have time to explore in both the
French capital of Marigot and the Dutch capital of Philipsburg. A great way to get an overview of this unique island.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a narrated, scenic ride through both the Dutch and French sides of the island.
- Explore and shop in the French capital of Marigot (approx. 45 minutes) and the Dutch capital of Philipsburg.
Full Description:
Relax on this guided tour of this two-nation island which is shared by the Dutch and French. You will view the once-great salt pond
in the center of Philipsburg and continue through Orleans on to a spectacular view of Orient Beach and neighboring islands. Pass
through the lovely town of Grand Case on your way to the French capital of Marigot.
In Marigot, you’
ll have 45 minutes of free time to browse the boutiques and outdoor markets. Then re-board your coach for the
journey back to Philipsburg. On your way, you will see the monument indicating the boundary separating the French and Dutch
sides of the island. You will enjoy a ten minute photo opportunity at the International Look Out Point.
Your tour ends in Philipsburg where you can explore and shop in the Dutch capital or continue to the dock and return to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Money for shopping / souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
Important Notes:
- The order of visiting the various tour sites may change.
- Most shops in the French capital of Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays.

SM06

St. Maarten Beach Rendezvous

PRICES:

Adult 57.00/Child 41.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
This tour takes you to the stunningly beautiful Orient Beach. Relax in the sun, nap in the shade or swim in the sparkling blue water
of the Caribbean’
s“
French Riviera.”You’
ll discover that refreshing drinks and a delicious lunch always taste better at the beach.
Highlights:
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- Enjoy approx 3 ½ hrs at Orient Beach, the “
French Riviera of the Caribbean.”
- Relax on your reserved chair and cushion.
- Lunch is included.
Full Description:
This tour will take you in air-conditioned comfort to a picture perfect beach. Fringed by swaying coconut palms and sea grape trees,
Orient Beach has more than one-and-a-half miles of beautiful white sand. This is the critically acclaimed “
French Riviera of the
Caribbean.”En route to Orient Beach, your experienced guide will provide an interesting historical narrative of the island plus
information regarding your day’
s schedule and the beach facilities.
Upon arrival, you will receive a complimentary rum or fruit cocktail before heading to your reserved beach chair and cushion. Double
umbrellas are available for a nominal fee. You will have approximately 3 ½ hours to relax and take full advantage of the wonderful
amenities (water sports, massage, etc. which are available but not included in the tour). Your guide will remain with you at the
beach to be of assistance, answer any questions and ensure you have an enjoyable day.
Lunch is included and served in the cool shade of the beach bar and restaurant. You’
ll have a choice of three delicious entrees and
a refreshing beverage (beer, wine, soda, or mixed drink).
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit.
Important Notes:
- Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may be observed
SM08

Golden Eagle Island Sailaway

PRICES:

Adult 84.00/Child 48.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 4 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
Enjoy sailing and snorkeling. A beautiful Caribbean beach is waiting for you.
Highlights:
- Sail to a beach and snorkel site.
- Snorkel equipment included
- Baguette sandwiches and cold drinks provided.
Full Description:
Red carpet and bowties greet you on the Golden Eagle sailing experience. The fabulous beach and natural snorkel site await your
arrival. Your friendly crew serves baguette sandwiches and ice cold drinks on your sail back. Snorkel equipment, mask, fins,
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snorkel instruction, safety vest, and beach floats are provided.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests may have to get into the water in order to access the beach.
- There is a possibility that some nudity may be observed on the beach.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

SM14

Seaworld Explorer

PRICES:

Adult 45.00/Child 29.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:15 am

Overview:
Explore the stunning underwater world of the Caribbean from the comfort of a semi-submersible submarine.
Highlights:
- Ride through the island’
s beautiful countryside.
- Board the Seaworld Explorer semi-submarine for a 60-minute narrated tour of the coral reefs.
Full Description:
Your tour will leave the Dutch capital of Philipsburg and drive up the eastern side of the island to the second largest town in St.
Martin, the French town of Grand Case. This is a quaint, unspoiled fishing village surrounded by an idyllic bay. At Grand Case Pier,
you will board the Seaworld Explorer, a semi-submarine, which takes you on a 60-minute narrated tour of the coral reefs
surrounding Creole Rock.
Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine developed in Australia for use on the Great Barrier Reef. The vessel does not
submerge; you descend into the hull of the boat and sit in air-conditioned comfort five feet below the surface of the water, exploring
sea life through individual, clear glass windows. The highlight of this trip is watching an experienced diver surrounded by schools of
feeding fish and green and spotted moray eels. A knowledgeable marine expert will be happy to answer questions as they provide
you with information on the amazing underwater world.
On the return trip to shore, you can relax and enjoy the magnificent view of Grand Case Bay and Creole Rock.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
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- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
SM16

Discover Scuba Diving

PRICES:

Adult 119.00/Child 119.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 350 pounds, Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:30 pm

Overview:
If you have ever wanted to try scuba diving, now is the time! You’
ll be instructed and guided by certified diving professionals as you
explore the exciting underwater world of the Caribbean.

Highlights:
- Introduction to scuba diving, designed for non-divers.
- All equipment and instruction included.
Full Description:
This introduction to scuba diving is designed for the non-diver and is easy, safe and fun. Your course and dive tour will be conducted
by a PADI certified instructor to ensure your safety and maximize your enjoyment. You will receive detailed instructions, be shown
the equipment you will be using, and taught the basic scuba diving skills.
After the training and orientation session, you will have the opportunity to experience the undersea world of the Caribbean. On this
guided shallow-water dive, you will see a wide variety of tropical marine life, colorful coral reefs, and sunken wrecks.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Waterproof camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

SM17

St. Maarten Rhino Rider Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 94.00/Child 94.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)
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RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:45 am

Overview:
Captain your own inflatable motorboat on an exciting tour of Marigot harbor. Then boat along the coast to a secluded beach where
you can relax, snorkel, swim, or hike.
Highlights:
- Drive or ride a two-man Rhino Rider inflatable motorboat.
- Relax or snorkel on the beach at Happy Bay.
Full Description:
Experience on-the-water excitement with these two-man Rhino Riders, zippy 10' inflatable motorboats that are yours to command
for a couple of hours of fun in the sun! At the Rhino Rider base, located in the calm waters of Simpson Bay Lagoon, you'll be
welcomed by staff members who will provide the basic instruction required to operate these vehicles safely. You'll then have the
opportunity to acquaint yourself with the boats, prior to starting off on your adventure.

Following your guide, you'll maneuver safely through the anchorage of hundreds of boats and alongside mega-yacht marinas. Then
you’
ll exit the lagoon and head into Marigot, the French capital. View historic Fort Louis, which overlooks the bay.
You’
ll continue along the picturesque coastline towards your final destination, Happy Bay. Here you can choose to hike the trail,
snorkel the reef (gear provided), or simply relax and build sandcastles on the secluded beach. The time is yours to enjoy the
beautiful surroundings.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests must be a minimum of 18 years of age to drive boats.
- Maximum weight of combined participants is 400 pounds.
- This tour is not suitable for guests with back problems, guests who are pregnant, or non-swimmers.
SM25

St. Maarten Sensation & Beach Break with Lunch

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 69.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
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Enjoy two highlights of this unique island –visiting both sides of the island including the French capital of Marigot and the sand,
surf and shade of stunning Orient Beach.
Highlights:
- Ride through the island’
s beautiful countryside.
- Stroll through the French capital of Marigot.
- Relax on stunning Orient Beach.
- Welcome drink, BBQ lunch, and lounge chair included.
Full Description:
After meeting on the pier, you will be driven through the Dutch capital of Phillipsburg and continue into the beautiful countryside of
the island. Your first stop is Cole Bay Hill which offers picturesque views and photo opportunities. You’
ll then travel through
charming Caribbean villages, across the border to the French capital of Marigot. Here, you will have the chance to stroll through this
quaint French colonial capital.
The tour proceeds on through the village of Grand Case and on to Orient Beach. Here you will have time to enjoy a welcome drink,
BBQ lunch, and a lounge chair on the beach.
After enjoying Orient Beach, you will re-board your transportation for a scenic drive through the French Quarter on your way back to
the cruise ship pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
- Guests are encouraged to wear bathing suit under clothing if wishing to swim at the beach.
Important Notes:
- Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays.
- Some nudity may be observed at Orient Beach.

SM31

St. Maarten Art Tour

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 39.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
This tour offers a fascinating insight into the world of some of the Caribbean's most brilliant artistic minds. You’
ll have the
opportunity to visit the homes and galleries of the island artists who have earned local, national, and international recognition.
Highlights:
- Visit the homes, studios and galleries and enjoy viewing the works of some of the island’
s best artists.
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Full Description:
This tour takes you around the island through St. Martin's / St. Maarten's most charming local districts to visit our island's own elite
group of talented artists.
Your tour will begin in the gated community of Les Jardins d’
Orient Bay. You will then enter the home and studio of, Francis Eck,
where nature and particularly the sea are his inexhaustible source of inspiration. Francis is always searching for a way to reach the
profound essence of this subject. His powerful colors and harmonious shapes shift the borders between the abstract and the
figurative.
Your tour then heads to another gated community in French Cul-de-Sac where you will meet the painter Antoine Chapon in his
picturesque home/gallery. Famous for the luminosity and transparency of his watercolors and oils, the painter welcomes you to his
breezy veranda, with breathtaking views of the bay. In 2006, he received an award of excellence at the prestigious International
Marine Art Exhibition at The Mystic Seaport Museum in Connecticut. The tour then heads to O'Reilly Hill overlooking Grand Case,
where you will enter the home and studio of Minguet, whose lithographs, oils and watercolors burst forth in explosions of incredible
colors.

Your tour then proceeds to Concordia, a suburb of Marigot, where you enter AKinom’
s Art Studio; where the Creole house is
nestled in a delightful tropical garden. In this charming place since 1992, AKinom invites you to a journey through time and space
to discover the original and unique paintings. Jazz rhythms, vibrations, and colors are connected in abstract line and space,
punctuated by pallet knife and brushes in oil paintings and mixed media. Forever, painting and music are to, AKinom, the universal
language of man to spiritual rise.
Our latest addition to the tour is "Maximilian's Art in the Garden Gallery", located in Midtown Philipsburg, Dutch Sint Maarten. This
gallery in a garden setting is a unique feature on the island whereby original paintings (and prints) by artist, Maximilian, are being
displayed amongst plants and flowers. From realism to abstract, you will find original works in oil, pastel and/or acrylic.
Considered one of the most successful artists on Dutch St. Maarten, with numerous exhibitions locally as well as in Washington
DC, New York, and Cuba, his work has been the target of international collectors as well as local patrons. This is an opportunity
you don't want to miss.
Please note artists may vary. Tours are available 365 days a year.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Money for artwork / other shopping (prices range extensively from a few dollars for a set of postcards or prints to thousands of
dollars for a single oil painting).

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
SM32

Marigot Sailing and Shopping

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 69.00 USD

DURATION:

5 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
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This tour combines sailing on a beautiful catamaran with time to explore and shop in the delightful French capital of Marigot.
Highlights:
- Sail on a catamaran (approx. 1 hr.)
- Ride in comfort through the island’
s beautiful countryside.
- Shop and explore in the French capital of Marigot (approx. 2 hrs.)
Full Description:
Board your motor cruiser for a scenic coastal cruise where you can see Fort Amsterdam, Divi Little Bay Hotel, Pelican Airport and
spectacular mountain views and luxury homes.
You will enjoy a narrated ride through Phillipsburg before arriving at Marigot. Explore it's quaint streets, boutiques and Market
Shops.
On the way back to the Cruise Ship Pier, you will pass through Grand Case and Orient Beach. Arriving back in Philipsburg, you
can choose to return directly to the ship or be dropped off downtown to explore and shop in the beautiful Dutch capital of St.
Maarten. The short and pleasant walk from town to the ship takes approximately 15 minutes.

What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Money for shopping / souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- The tour order may be reversed.
- Most shops in French Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays.
SM46

Shop, Sightsee Marigot & Beach Getaway

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 66.00 USD

DURATION:

5 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:00 am

Overview:
A good option for those looking to shop in Philipsburg and Marigot with a little time at the beach as well.
Highlights:
- Time for independent shopping in Philipsburg before the start of the tour.
- Browse and shop the stores and boutiques in Marigot (approx. 2 hrs).
- Relax on a beach chair at the beach.
Full Description:
For those who love to shop, this tour allows plenty of opportunities. Leave the ship at your leisure (an early start is recommended)
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and take a taxi or a water taxi to downtown Philipsburg for independent shopping at the famous Front Street. At 11am sharp,
assemble with your tour guide downtown at the Captain Hodge Wharf/water taxi landing. You will be escorted to the transportation
which will whisk you away for a narrated ride through the Dutch capital and over the Cole Bay Hill, offering a spectacular view of the
Simpson Bay Lagoon.
The tour continues through local villages, past the border monument and into the French capital of Marigot. You’
ll have two hours to
explore this attractive port city with its sidewalk cafés, open-air markets, and fashionable shops and boutiques. You’
ll find a
wonderful selection of everything from West Indian souvenirs, art and jewelry to gemstones and electronics. Your guide will assist
you with shopping information and the safe storage of items you have purchased.
Your tour continues into the countryside through quaint villages to a beautiful Caribbean beach getaway. You’
ll enjoy a
complimentary drink while taking time to relax in a beach chair at the water's edge. Beach umbrellas, when available, are an
additional fee.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for shopping / souvenirs

What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit under your clothes if you plan to swim at the beach.
Important Notes:
- Lunch is not included with this tour. Marigot offers an excellent variety of restaurants and cafés.
- Most shops in Marigot will be closed on Sundays and holidays.
SM50

Butterfly Farm & Beach

PRICES:

Adult 42.00/Child 36.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
Your tour travels through the island’
s lovely countryside on its way to the Butterfly Farm. Hundreds of butterflies make this tropical
garden come alive with color. Continue on to the island’
s famous Orient Beach for time in the sand, shade and surf.
Highlights:
- Tour the colorful Butterfly Farm.
- Relax and swim at the beautiful Orient Beach.
Full Description:
The Butterfly Farm welcomes you to the specially created 1,000 sq. meter exhibition area where you will be greeted by a
knowledgeable guide. With pools and a waterfall, you’
ll be surrounded by hundreds of rare and exotic butterflies fluttering freely
around the landscaped tropical gardens. Your guide will point out different species, courtship and mating displays and relate
interesting facts and stories. You will witness the butterfly’
s life cycle from butterflies laying eggs to caterpillars hatching, growing
and forming their chrysalis.
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Continue your tour to Boo-Boo-Jam on Orient Beach, a 5-10 minute drive away. The beach is known as much for its natural beauty
as it is for being the island's foremost swimsuit optional or nude beach. Activities on the beach are numerous and include jet skis,
parasailing, wind surfing, snorkeling, kayaking, and water trampolines (all available at an additional cost and not part of the tour).
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Portions of Orient Bay are clothing optional and partial nudity may be encountered particularly at the southern end of the beach
where the Club Orient is located.

SM53

Explore the Boardwalk the Fun Way - On a Segway

PRICES:

Adult 75.00/Child 75.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 275 pounds, Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:45 am, 1:45 pm

Overview:
Check out the boardwalk in Philipsburg from a new perspective –driving your own segway. At the end of the ride, you’
ll have time to
relax at the beach or shop.
Highlights:
- Learn how to ride a segway.
- Ride a segway along the boardwalk (approx. 45 mins).
- Lounge on a beach chair or spend time shopping.
Full Description:
Take a short 10-minute van ride from the ship to the beachfront boardwalk, which runs along Philipsburg's world famous shopping
district and the beautiful white sand beaches of Great Bay. You'll see the Holland House Beach Hotel, where you will meet your
tour guide and be assigned your personal segway. You will be surprised at the ease with which young and old alike learn to ride the
segway during the short orientation.
You are now ready to experience the sights and sounds of the Caribbean as you glide along the boardwalk. You will stop at an
open-air bar and restaurant where you can purchase refreshments. On the return, you will glide down the boardwalk through the
local craft market for some sightseeing. The total time spent on the segway is approx. 45 minutes.
Your segway tour ends at the white sand beaches, where you may choose to lounge on a beach chair or walk across the street to
the world famous shopping district. Whenever you are ready, the complimentary shuttle boat awaits, which runs every 10 minutes,
for your ride back to the ship.
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What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Towel (available onboard the ship) if you plan to lounge at the beach
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
Important Notes:
- Children under 16 years of age must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
SM56

America's Cup Sailing Regatta

PRICES:

Adult 89.00/Child 89.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:45 pm

Overview:
This is your chance to become a crew member of a racing yacht where previous sailing experience is not necessary.
Highlights:
- Race aboard an authentic America’
s Cup racing yacht as a working crew member or passenger.
- Victory rum punch party
Full Description:
Dennis Conner's America's Cup winning Stars and Stripes, Canada II and True North are yours for this once in a lifetime adventure.
The expert crew will show you exactly what to do in your crew member's position. Then it's off to the race course where you can
grind a winch, trim a sail, punch a stop watch, or just sit back, relax, and enjoy the complimentary refreshments.

For this unique adventure, a highlight of your vacation, previous sailing experience is not necessary! After the race, enjoy the
complimentary victory rum punch party, while you browse through the museum and souvenir boutique.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Strongly recommend wearing light clothing or your bathing suit in case you get wet.
Important Notes:
- If you choose to participate in the actual sailing of the yacht, please be advised that this can be strenuous. As a participant, you
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must determine your own limitations.
SM57

St. Maarten Mountain Bike Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 78.00/Child 78.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 58 inches, Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
Put on your helmet, climb on your bike and take a beautiful ride along the island’
s scenic coast. Following your ride, there will be
time to relax and swim at Friar's Bay Beach.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a guided bike ride, on and off road, along the island’
s scenic coast.
- Cool off after your ride at the beach with a refreshing swim.
Full Description:
Before setting out from the waterfront in the French Capital of Marigot, you will be outfitted with a bike, safety gear and given a
safety orientation. Departing the waterfront, you will reach the off-road portion of your tour and head out along the stunning coastline
towards the only steep hill on your adventure. Once at the top, experience breathtaking views of the city of Marigot and the island of
Anguilla. Still hugging the coastline, the trail turns into an exhilarating downhill ride. Ride through the rural village Colombier, set
deep in a valley where a rest stop will be made.
Once back on the trail, you'll glide down and out of the valley and through Friar's Bay Village where you will view an old plantation
house. Then it’
s on to Friar's Bay Beach. There, you will be served a complimentary beverage and have an opportunity to take a
refreshing swim before boarding the bus for the return trip to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship), if you plan to swim at the beach
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Comfortable athletic shoes (no open-toe shoes while biking)
- Bathing suit, if you plan to swim at the beach
Important Notes:
- A chase vehicle will follow for the duration of the tour so you will not have to carry bags or back-packs.
- Guest should be in good health, be experienced bikers, and have no medical conditions that preclude mountain biking.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck and/or back injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or
any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with
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their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM58

Afternoon Beach Break

PRICES:

Adult 44.00/Child 23.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:45 pm

Overview:
This tour is perfect for guests who have other plans for the morning but want to spend the afternoon at Orient Bay, the island’
s
premier beach destination. The warm sun, cool shade, white sand, and gently rolling surf are waiting.
Highlights:
- Spend your morning as you wish and the afternoon at the beach at Orient Bay.
- Reserved beach lounge and complimentary drink are waiting.

Full Description:
Take advantage of what St. Martin is famous for - its beaches. Unwind on one of the Caribbean's best beaches, Orient Bay. You will
be driven in air-conditioned transportation to the beach and be greeted by a guide who will orient you to the facilities. You will be
supplied with a lounge chair and cushion in an area reserved just for you, and you will also enjoy complimentary rum or fruit punch!
For approximately two hours, you can just relax in the sun, swim or explore the one-and-a-half miles of beach. You can also take
advantage of the largest selection of water sports on the island which are not included in the tour and are available at additional
cost. There are gift shops, massage services and double umbrellas for rent available as well.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Because this excursion stops adjacent to Club Orient Naturist Resort, there is a possibility that some nudity may be observed.
SM61

Deep Sea Fishing Expedition

PRICES:

Adult 229.00/Child 229.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am, 12:30 pm
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Overview:
Enjoying fishing the warm Caribbean waters of St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Deep sea fishing in the Caribbean.
Full Description:
Upon meeting at the cruise ship pier, you’
ll be escorted to the deep sea fishing motor cruiser. The Captain and crew will be waiting
to welcome you aboard. After a short safety orientation, your cruiser will head out along the beautiful coast of St. Maarten to a
location determined by the Captain as a good starting point. The crew will help make sure you have an exciting day fishing the
waters of St. Maarten.
After enjoying the fishing and being entertained by the crew, your cruiser will return to the pier. Once ashore, you can tell your own
“
you should have seen the one that got away”fish story!
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals

What to Wear:
- Shoes and clothes you don’
t mind getting wet.
Important Notes:
- Guests may bring their own food and beverages aboard the vessel.
SM62

Catamaran Sail & Snorkel Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 54.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am

Overview:
Come aboard a sailing catamaran for a wonderful adventure on the waters surrounding St. Maarten. Snorkel in the calm, clear water
of the Caribbean and discover an underwater world filled with colorful sea life.
Highlights:
- Sail on a catamaran.
- Snorkel in the waters of St. Maarten.
Full Description:
It’
s “
anchors away”when you come aboard this sailing catamaran. Join in an unforgettable underwater adventure filled with marine
life and sunken ships. Octopus, lobster, stingrays, and a multitude of other sea life will amaze you on this one hour snorkeling
expedition.
After the excitement of snorkeling, you can relax and sip on your complimentary island rum or fruit punch. The beat of the magical
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music and island breezes are the perfect background. You’
ll have wonderful views of the island’
s beautiful coastline, historic forts
and Great Bay as you sail back towards the harbor.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity which may be strenuous for them.

SM65

Scuba Dive with Equipment

PRICES:

Adult 139.00/Child 139.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 350 pounds, Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
This tour offers certified divers the opportunity to explore some of the best dive sites in the Caribbean.
Highlights:
- Dive two dive sites in St Maarten.
- Dive gear (except for wetsuit) provided.
Full Description:
Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50 dive sites available in the waters around St. Maarten. At the dive center, you
will register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require. Then it’
s time to board the boat and meet your dive masters and
instructors. You will receive a detailed safety and informational briefing before heading out to the dive sites. Taking a maximum of 6
guests each, the dive masters will lead you on two dives with a surface interval between each dive.
The dive sites will be chosen based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of the sites range between 50-75 ft
in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible, and with safety being the priority, a combination of 1 reef and 1
wreck dive will be chosen. In the waters surrounding St. Maarten, there is the opportunity to view a wide array of tropical life
including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, schools of barracuda, horse-eyed jacks, and the occasional inquisitive dolphin.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
- Valid "C" Card
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What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is limited to certified divers who have
been on a dive within the last two years.
- Wetsuit is not included.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM66

Scuba Dive Without Equipment

PRICES:

Adult 119.00/Child 119.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 350 pounds, Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
This tour offers certified divers the opportunity to explore some of the best dive sites in the Caribbean.
Highlights:
- Dive two dive sites in St Maarten
- Dive equipment not included
Full Description:
Here is a chance for you to visit just a few of the 50 dive sites available in the waters around St. Maarten. At the dive center, you
will register and be outfitted with the dive gear you require. Then it’
s time to board the boat and meet your dive masters and
instructors. You will receive a detailed safety and informational briefing before heading out to the dive sites. Taking a maximum of 6
guests each, the dive masters will lead you on two dives with a surface interval between each dive.
The dive sites will be chosen based on prevailing weather conditions and mooring availability. All of the sites range between 50-75 ft
in depth and are suitable for all levels of experience. When possible, and with safety being the priority, a combination of 1 reef and 1
wreck dive will be chosen. In the waters surrounding St. Maarten, there is the opportunity to view a wide array of tropical life
including sharks, stingrays, turtles, eagle rays, schools of barracuda, horse-eyed jacks, and the occasional inquisitive dolphin.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
- Valid "C" Card
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
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- Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is limited to certified divers who have
been on a dive within the last two years.
- Wetsuit is not included.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM72

Tiki Hut Snorkel Park

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 5 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:00 pm, 2:00 pm

Overview:
Spend hours relaxing, swimming or snorkeling at the private, floating Tiki Hut. This is a great place to lounge in the sun or shade
and explore the beautiful underwater world of St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Swim, snorkel and sunbathe on the Tiki Hut floating platform.
- Snorkel equipment and instruction is provided.
- Bar offers food and drinks for purchase (cash only).
Full Description:
You will be greeted at the cruise ship gangway and taken for a 1/4 mile walk to the water taxi pier. There you board a tender for a
15 minute ride to the Tiki Hut. Upon arrival, a 10 minute orientation is given on safety, equipment, and marine life.
The Tiki Hut is on a floating platform anchored in beautiful Little Bay. It was built in 2005 after months of planning and with the idea
of recreating the authentic look and feel of a Polynesian Tiki Hut in the Caribbean. The platform is designed to safely hold up to 80
people.
Among the many extras found at the Tiki Hut is the bar with a sizzling barbecue, a protected 5 foot deep pool to provide a great
experience even for “
bathtub snorkelers”
, and lots of lounge chairs and shady places to sit. Food, drinks, sunscreen, underwater
cameras, and souvenir t-shirts are available at the bar where cash is accepted. The Tiki Hut is always protected from the wind and
waves by the Fort Amsterdam peninsula.

Underwater you will discover rocky and sandy bottoms teeming with aquatic life. There is a real tourist submarine sunk to create an
artificial reef and to attract new marine life. You will also find a real helicopter, an air plane, cannons from Fort Amsterdam, reef
balls made by the Nature Foundation of St. Maarten, as well as other interesting artifacts.
The day is yours to snorkel, swim, and sunbathe. Stay as long or as little as you like. The tender will also ferry you back to the
cruise ship pier. Bathrooms are available on the Tiki Hut. Belongings are to be stored in the numbered baskets in a secured area
and are accessible at all time.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
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- Cash for food and drinks (the bar only accepts cash).
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- The boat shuttle returns approx. every 60 minutes so you can leave at your leisure.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM79

Captain Morgan's Sailing Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 93.00/Child 71.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 3 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:45 am

Overview:
Come aboard the schooner “
Captain Morgan”for a wonderful sailing adventure with swimming and snorkeling. Captain Morgan only
welcomes a maximum of 25 passengers per cruise. This ensures an ambiance of private luxury and leaves plenty of room on the
deck with spots of shade and lots of sun. All cruises on Captain Morgan are staffed by a friendly crew who will accompany you
throughout your tour and treat you to fabulous service.
Highlights:
- Sail along the south coast of the island aboard a 65 ft schooner.
- Enjoy time to swim/snorkel or just relax onboard at Long Bay.
- BBQ lunch served onboard and complimentary bar available.
Full Description:
Captain Serge and his professional crew will welcome you aboard for a traditional sailing experience on a 65 ft. schooner along the
island’
s southern coast. You'll see Simpson Bay and Maho Bay then continue sailing to Baie Longue (Long Bay), one of the
island's most beautiful and peaceful white sand beaches. At Baie Longue, you will drop anchor a maximum of 120 ft from the
beach. Enjoy a BBQ lunch onboard and time to swim or snorkel (snorkeling equipment provided). Baie Longue offers total tranquility
and with this stunning backdrop, everybody can decompress with a swim in the crystal waters and regular visits to the floating bar.
If your goal is simply to relax and do as little as possible, you can recline in comfort on Captain Morgan's large on-deck sun
lounges while sipping the special rum punch and soaking up the sunshine and listening to the wonderful Caribbean music.
Then you set sail again on the return to Philipsburg. Enjoy the music, complimentary bar, and a tropical fruit salad as the trade
winds fill the sails.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
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- Wear your bathing suit
SM85

Captain Morgan Sail & Snorkel

PRICES:

Adult 78.00/Child 56.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 3 years, Maximum Age: 90 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
Come aboard the schooner “
Captain Morgan”for sailing, swimming, and snorkeling in the clear blue waters of the Caribbean. To
ensure maximum comfort and privacy, space is limited to no more than 25 passengers.
Highlights:
- Sail along the south coast of the island on a 65 ft schooner.
- Drop anchor for swimming and snorkeling.

Full Description:
Spoil yourself aboard “
Captain Morgan”
, a 65 ft schooner sailboat. Join the professional crew for a "promenade" under sail where
you will experience the exciting sensations of traditional sailing adventure. Enjoy snorkeling and explore the magnificent sea life
beneath the warm crystal clear waters of the Caribbean (snorkeling equipment available). Comfortably from the top deck, you will
have one of the best views from which to discover the south coast of Dutch St. Maarten. Relax and enjoy the sail while the friendly
crew treats you to some lovely snacks and complimentary drinks.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- For safety reasons, lounge chairs are not available onboard the schooner.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM88

Loterie Farm Treetop Adventure Tour

PRICES:

Adult 95.00/Child 70.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 54 inches, Maximum Weight: 250 pounds

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am
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Overview:
From high in the trees, you will have a unique perspective of this beautiful Caribbean forest as you navigate your way over
suspended bridges and across exciting zip lines.
Highlights:
- Traverse a sequence of zip lines, rope swings and suspended bridges through the forest of this historic plantation.
Full Description:
This exhilarating traverse adventure course consists of a sequence of zip lines, rope swings and 'bridges' suspended from platforms
mounted in the trees of the forest. The course will leave you in a physical and mental state of total euphoria. Experienced staff will
instruct you in the use of high-tech gear and explain the double-redundant safety features. You will also learn about the history,
ecology and preservation effort of the 300 year old former sugar plantation, Loterie Farm.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Comfortable clothing and sneakers are required.
Important Notes:
- For safety reasons, cameras and other personal belongings may not be carried during the traverse adventure. It is recommended
that guests do not wear jewelry, watches, etc. This is for safety reasons but also because articles could fall off or get damaged
during the activity.
- To participate in this tour you must be in excellent physical condition. This tour includes physical exertion and is not
recommended for pregnant women, persons with a history of heart conditions, seizures, back, knee, neck or shoulder problems or
other pre-existing health problems.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck and/or back injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or
any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with
their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SM94

Sea and See Tour

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 32.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:15 am

Overview:
This tour combines the best St. Martin has to offer; on land and beneath the ocean's surface. The accent is very much on
cosmopolitan French St. Martin, considered by many to be the most picturesque region of this two-nation island. It also has the
allure and reputation of being the gastronomic capital of the Caribbean.
Highlights:
- Board a semi-submarine to tour the underwater world.
- Explore and/or shop in the lovely French capital of Marigot.
Full Description:
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You will leave Philipsburg, the Dutch capital, and drive up the eastern side of the island to the second largest town on St. Martin.
Grand Case is a quaint, unspoiled fishing village surrounded by an idyllic bay. Here at Grand Case pier, you will be welcomed
aboard the Seaworld Explorer, a semi-submarine which takes you on a 45 minute narrated tour of the coral reefs surrounding Creole
Rock. Seaworld Explorer is a state-of-the-art semi-submarine developed in Australia for use on the Great Barrier Reef. The vessel
does not submerge; instead, you descend into the hull of the boat and sit in air-conditioned comfort five feet below the surface of
the water, exploring sea life through the clear glass windows of this cruising underwater observatory. The highlight, and an excellent
photo opportunity, of this portion of the trip is the diver feeding schools of colorful fish. A knowledgeable marine expert will provide
you with information on the amazing underwater world and will be happy to answer questions. On the return trip to shore, you can
relax and enjoy the magnificent view of Grand Case Bay and Creole Rock.
Your tour continues to the French capital of Marigot, where you will have time to explore this attractive port city with its sidewalk
cafes, open-air market and duty free shops. Depending on your tour itinerary, you will stop off at Orient Bay Lookout for a
magnificent view of the east coast and nearby islands. The alternate stop is at Cole Bay Lookout on the west coast from where you
can see the Simpson Bay Lagoon and the neighboring islands of Anguilla, Saba, St. Eustatius, St. Kitts, and Nevis.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
SMA1

Sea Trek St. Maarten

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 99.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 8 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:30 am

Overview:
Sea Trek St. Maarten is an incredible helmet dive experience. If you can walk and breathe, you can do Sea Trek - no training is
required and no swimming is involved. Your hair stays dry and you can even wear your prescription glasses.
Highlights:
- Explore the underwater world with a fun and unique helmet dive.
- Swim, snorkel and relax in addition to the dive.
Full Description:
When you arrive, you can store your personal items and receive a short briefing. The highly professional safety staff will stay with
you at all times. On the Sea Trek adventure, you will see shipwrecks, historical cannons from Fort Amsterdam, a sunken Odyssey
submarine, a helicopter, an airplane and an abundant variety of fish, coral and sea life. The maximum depth for the dive is 20 feet
and it is like being in your own giant aquarium! The underwater walk is approximately 25 - 30 minutes. In addition to the helmet
dive, there will be time to snorkel, swim or relax in the sun.
After your Sea Trek, take a moment to check out the photos taken while you were underwater which are available for purchase on a
USB card. At the end of your tour, the water shuttle will take you back to the cruise ship pier.
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What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
- Cash Money for photos / incidentals; no credit cards
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart, respiratory or other medical condition should take particular
caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming/diving elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them. Guests with pace maker, recent heart surgery,
epilepsy, severe asthma or diabetes and women over 3 months pregnant are not allowed to participate.

SMA2

St. Maarten Beach Fun Mobile Tour

PRICES:

Adult 114.00/Child 114.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height 51 inches, Maximum Height: 76 inches, Minimum Weight: 60 pounds, Maximum
Weight: 225 pounds
Minimum Age: 8 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am, 12:00 pm

Overview:
The fun mobile adventure will take you to the famous Orient Beach to relax, sunbathe or swim. The options are yours!
Highlights:
- Tour the beautiful island in a unique “
Scoot Coupe.”
- Relax in the sun or swim at Orient Beach.
Full Description:
Your guided drive in this unique fun buggy will be entertaining, exhilarating and enlightening as you will see the beautiful
countryside, learn about the island culture, customs, and share in the beauty of the Dutch side of the island.
At the famous Orient Beach, you'll have free time to stroll along the powdery white sandy beach, swim in the beautiful turquoise
water, sunbathe, or just lounge in your beach chair which is included with the tour. Enjoy a cold water or fruit punch. Experience
the curls and waves of the warm cresting ocean water, and photograph breathtaking scenery. Food, additional beverages and water
sport activities are available for additional cost and are not included in the tour.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for food, drinks, souvenirs, etc.
- Valid driver's license
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What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes.
- Recommend wearing your bathing suit under your clothes if you plan to swim at the beach.
Important Notes:
- The low riding “
Scoot Coupe”can be challenging to enter and exit for anyone with lower back or knee injuries.
SMB5

Harley in Paradise

PRICES:

Adult 229.00/Child 229.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 25 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
See the beauty of St. Maarten from a Harley Davidson.
Highlights:
- Take a guided tour on a Harley Davidson.
- For guests with a valid motorcycle license.
Full Description:
After a short bus ride through the Dutch capital of Philipsburg, you’
ll arrive at the staging area. Here you'll pick up your Harley
Davidson motorcycle and complete the necessary paperwork. Once briefed and issued a helmet, your guide will escort you on a
great bike ride through the island. The convoy, which includes a guide in front and an escort jeep in the back, will arrive in the
French capital, Marigot. This is the site of Fort Louis which was built in 1767 to protect the town from the English.
Your tour continues through the island’
s beautiful countryside, eventually arriving back at the staging area. The bus will be waiting
to take you back to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Credit card and current motorcycle license
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Long pants and closed shoes are recommended.
Important Notes:
- A credit card and current motorcycle license are required to complete the rental contract.
- Driver must be at least 25 years old with a valid motorcycle license. The minimum age for a rider is 18 years.
- The tour price is per bike and guests have the option of riding solo or with a passenger.
- The price includes CDW (collision damage waiver) insurance with a $2,000 USD deductible. The deductible is fully or partially
charged to the driver's credit card in the event the motorcycle is returned damaged.
SMB8
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PRICES:

Adult 59.00/Child 59.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
Starting from the highest point on the island, this tour takes hikers down through the beautiful countryside. The views are often
spectacular and the opportunity to learn about the island’
s history and culture is rewarding.
Highlights:
- Hike downhill past the ruins of a historic sugar plantation (approx. 2 hrs).
- Learn about the folklore and history of the island.
Full Description:
A fully narrated bus ride takes you to Loterie Farm where you'll receive a bottle of water and transfer to an open-air safari truck for
the ascent to St. Martin's highest point. The views are breathtaking as you look out over 7 neighboring islands and your cruise ship
in the distance far below.

With your guide in the lead, you begin the all-downhill trek which takes around 2 hours. These are old trails and you'll see first hand
the remnants of the Caribbean's most unlikely sugar plantation which was abandoned in 1848. Along the way, your knowledgeable
guide will entertain you with folklore and history of this extraordinary estate and point out and describe the flora and fauna. A rum or
fruit punch is served at the end of the hike.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing
- Hiking (preferred) or sneakers are required
Important Notes:
- You should be in good physical health and be in an agile and limber condition for hiking over uneven and in some areas fairly
steep terrain. This tour is not suitable for guests with knee/hip/ankle or heart/respiratory problems.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck and/or back injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or
any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with
their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMB9

4x4 St. Maarten Safari & Beach Escape

PRICES:

Adult 109.00/Child 109.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am
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Overview:
This 4x4 tour visits many of the highlights of St. Maarten including several scenic lookouts, Marigot and the beach for a swim or
rest. This is a great way to spend your day on St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Enjoy the thrill of driving a 4X4 through St. Maarten.
- Explore / shop in the French capital of Marigot.
- Take a refreshing swim at Mullet Bay Beach.
Full Description:
This excursion experience provides the adventurous with an opportunity to get away from the crowds and enjoy wonderful views of
incredible St. Maarten and neighboring islands from vantage points not normally accessible. The 4x4 convoy will explore several
locations including the famous gourmet paradise at Grand Case and the scenic lookout at Cole Bay Hill. There are beautiful views
of the Simpson Bay Lagoon and neighboring islands.
Explore the shops, markets and restaurants in the French capital of Marigot before the caravan proceeds to a wonderful pristine
white sandy Caribbean beach facility. A stop off at Mullet Bay Beach will allow you to enjoy a refreshing swim in the Caribbean
waters and the opportunity to relax and enjoy the beach before returning to the cruise pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Valid driver’
s license to drive
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit underneath your clothing.
Important Notes:
- Drivers must be 21 years old and have a valid license.
- There is a maximum of 4 persons per jeep; however families or groups of 3 or less might be grouped in a jeep with others.
- Vehicles have automatic transmission.

SMC1

St. Maarten Natural Wonders

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 45.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Overview:
This tour gives you the opportunity to learn about the island’
s eco-system and see many of the beautiful animals, birds and reptiles
which are native to the tropics.
Highlights:
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- See the natural salt ponds which are vital to the island’
s eco-system.
- Visit the St. Maarten Park Zoo and see many different species of tropical birds and animals.
- Enjoy views of neighboring islands and the island’
s flora and fauna.
Full Description:
Upon leaving the pier, you will travel along Philipsburg’
s natural salt ponds where your knowledgeable guide will provide interesting
information regarding the importance of the salt ponds to the eco-system. At St. Maarten Park Zoo, a guide will introduce you to
some unique residents, including an amazing array of birds including blue and gold, green-winged, and scarlet macaws. You will
have an opportunity to see the Caribbean and American tropics come alive. The zoo has 80 species of mammals, birds, reptiles,
amphibians, and invertebrates, displayed in a tropical garden setting.
After enjoying a beverage, your tour continues through the mountainous middle region of the island. You’
re heading to the area of
Oyster Pond where you can view St. Barts, Tintemarre and the many smaller islets that dot the Caribbean Sea. A couple of brief
stops allow the guide to point out interesting facts about the island's flora and fauna including the interesting medicinal use of island
"bush tea".
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
SMC2

Power Rafting Adventure - Around the Island

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 69.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 8 years, Maximum Age: 70 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am, 1:00 pm

Overview:
Take a high-speed power rafting boat ride and view a number of sites around St. Maarten. There will be photo opportunities plus
time to relax, snorkel and swim at island reefs and beaches.
Highlights:
- Board a high-speed power rafting boat for a ride to Simpson Bay Lagoon.
- Relax and swim at Happy Bay.
- Snorkel the coral reefs of Creole Rock or Green Cay.
Full Description:
Get ready to experience the highlight of your cruise. Start by boarding the high-speed power rafting boats for foam-flying adventure
down the coast and into Simpson Bay Lagoon. You’
ll enter the lagoon by going under the Dutch side lifting bridge. In the lagoon,
you will have the chance to experience some of the wonderful natural sights. The Captain will note points of interest along the way
and offer some interesting anecdotes on the island history. The route takes you through to the French side of the island, then out
into the ocean after passing under the French bridge. In the French capital of Marigot, there will be photo opportunities of Fort Louis
and the bustling flea market.
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Then you’
ll jet off to Happy Bay, one of St Martin’
s secluded beaches. Here you can relax on the beach or take a refreshing dip in
the ocean before you continue the trip around the north coast of the island. The snorkel location is at either Creole Rock or Green
Cay, both of which have beautiful coral reefs teeming with fish.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in por.t
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit.
Important Notes:
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

SMC3

Aquaboat and Jeep Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 136.00/Child 136.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
This tour provides a wonderful way to enjoy all that St. Maarten has to offer; both on land and sea.
Highlights:
- Cruise along the coast in a two-person speed boat.
- Take a swim at a Caribbean beach.
- Drive or ride in 4x4 through the island with visits to Mullet Bay, Marigot and Orient Beach.
Full Description:
This is an adventure created for those who like to get “
off the beaten path”and explore the island by both land and sea. Your tour
experience starts out with a scenic drive to Simpson Bay where your two-person speed boat is ready and waiting. You’
ll explore the
waters of the lagoon and take a thrilling cruise along the coast. You’
ll soon arrive at a Caribbean beach where you’
ll enjoy a
refreshing swim.
Then you’
ll continue the cruise back to your waiting 4x4 Jeep Wranglers. The exciting adventure continues by land as you tour the
island. You’
ll head to Mullet Bay, the French capital of Marigot, and world famous Orient Beach. Then enjoy the beautiful drive back
to the cruise ship pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
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What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests must be a minimum of 21 years old to drive. A valid driver’
s license must be presented at time of tour.
- Vehicles have automatic transmission.
- Families or groups of 3 or less might be grouped in the jeep with others as the vehicles hold 4 passengers.
- The tour may be operated in reversed order.
SMC5

The Extreme

PRICES:

Adult 119.00/Child 119.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 220 pounds, Minimum Age: 18 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
Here's one for the extreme eco-adventure thrill seeker. Meet the "big brother" to the already fun and challenging Treetop Adventure
Tour. You must bring your own stamina, courage and great sense of adventure.
Highlights:
- Take on the 2-hour, non-stop extreme traverse course with cable-bridges, ladders, walkways, and amazing zip lines.
Full Description:
A 35-minute drive from the cruise pier will take you to Loterie Farm. Here you'll board an open-air safari truck for the short ride up
the mountain to the starting point of your activity. This is an advanced, 2-hour, non-stop extreme traverse course where you must
be conscious of your own safety measures. You’
ll work your way between one-wire cable-bridges, ladders, walkways, and heady
zip lines that are up to 930ft long and 120ft high. You’
ll have a bird's eye view of the magnificent forest around and below you. Peak
fitness and a steely confidence are mandatory.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Sunglasses
What to Wear:
- Comfortable clothing and sneakers are required.
Important Notes:
- You must be very comfortable with heights.
- This tour is not suitable if you are pregnant, have back, knee, neck or shoulder problems or any other health issues.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in
any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMC9

Speedboat Dutch & French Getaway
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PRICES:

Adult 119.00/Child 119.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 275 pounds, Minimum Age: 6 years Maximum Age: 100 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
A unique way to see the sights of St. Maarten –with a high speed boat ride, a beach visit, and time to explore.
Highlights:
- Take in the historic sites as you cruise the waters of Great Bay in a high-speed craft.
- Enjoy a swim and light lunch.
Full Description:
Depart the cruise pier from Great Bay harbor cruising directly past the Dutch Capitol of Philipsburg, with up close views of Fort
Amsterdam. It's time to speed things up as we take a high-speed ride along the southern coastline, with spectacular mountainous
and beach views.

Arriving in Simpson Bay we slowly pass under the bridge into a Lagoon. Many Mega yachts can be seen up close as we pass
only a few feet away on our journey to the French side where we exit the Lagoon and go to Creole Rock for spectacular 40 minute
snorkel adventure.
Then its time for a thrill ride back to Mullet Bay's Beach most famous and pristine beach on Dutch St Maarten. At the beach you
will have approximately 1.5 hours to enjoy Snack and drinks. Then back to Philipsburg for optional drop off for shopping or beach
and finally to the cruise pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for shopping / souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit underneath your clothing.
- Comfortable walking shoes
Important Notes:
- Participants must be able to swim and must get into the water for a short swim to the beach.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in
any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMD2

The Ultimate Island Tour: Explorer Cruise and Island Tour

PRICES:

Adult 56.00/Child 19.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:15 am

Overview:
Head to Marigot to explore and shop on a double-decker boat with great music and complimentary drinks. A great way to
enjoy your time in St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Narrated island drive
- Cruise to Marigot with drinks and calypso entertainers included.
- Explore and shop in Marigot
Full Description:
This tour is a fun cruise on the lagoon with complimentary drinks, calypso entertainers and shopping time in Marigot. The
narrated tour leaves from the cruise ship pier. You’
ll pass the Great Salt Pond as your guide points out places of interest and
explains some of the colorful history of the island. You’
ll see Orient Bay, the village of Grand Case, the Rum Factory,
Marigot, Fort Louis, and the neighboring island of Tintamarre.

Your double-decker boat "Explorer" will take you to the French capital of Marigot where you can spend time browsing,
shopping or just relax while sipping an ice cold drink and looking out over beautiful Marina Royale. From the marina, cruise
the Simpson Bay lagoon passing the luxury villas and mega-yachts. With music and great drinks, cruise past Port des Plaisance
to Simpson Bay Marina where the coaches will be waiting for the short return drive to Philipsburg and the cruise pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Camera
- Money for shopping / souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
SMD3

Magical Highlights Sightseeing Tour

PRICES:

Adult 89.00/Child 64.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
This tour offers the opportunity to see some of the island’
s most popular sights from the comfort of an air-conditioned motor coach
before relaxing on a catamaran cruise. Upon reaching the French capital of Marigot, it’
s time to enjoy the sidewalk cafés and
shopping for which this charming city is so famous.
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Highlights:
- Board a catamaran for a cruise (approx. 1 hour)
- Time to explore / shop in Marigot (approx. 1 hour)
- Narrated island tour
Full Description:
Tour the spectacular coast from Great Bay Harbor to Simpson Bay beach and bridge as well as the lagoon which is the world
famous home of the mega yachts based in St. Maarten. Board a well-appointed catamaran for a 1 hour (approx.) cruise.
Following the cruise, an air-conditioned motor coach will take you on a scenic, narrated tour into Marigot. There are countless
sidewalk cafes in Marigot. The town has wonderful markets and shops which are a delightful blending of European charm with
Caribbean style. Stroll through the West Indian Shopping Mall or sample epicurean delights on your leisurely 1 hour visit of Marigot.
During your return to the St. Maarten cruise pier, you’
ll see Grand Case, Orient Bay and the French Quarter. When you arrive back
in Philipsburg, you will have the option of returning directly to your ship or remaining downtown to explore and shop. For those who
wish to get off in downtown Philipsburg a taxi, water taxi or a short pleasant walk will get you back to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for shopping / souvenirs
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
SMD4

Shipwreck Cove Snorkel

PRICES:

Adult 66.00/Child 54.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:00 pm

Overview:
Enjoy a beautiful sailing adventure before spending an hour swimming and snorkeling. A great tour to get a taste of the beautiful
underwater world in St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Sail to the snorkeling site.
- Drop anchor at "Shipwreck Cove" for swimming and snorkeling.
Full Description:
Departing directly from the cruise ship pier, you’
ll enjoy a breathtaking sailing adventure as you depart Great Bay, pass Fort
Amsterdam and head along the scenic coastline. You’
re on your way to the snorkeling site of "Shipwreck Cove".
Upon arriving at Shipwreck Cove, you’
ll have approximately 1 hour to enjoy swimming and snorkeling in the crystal clear Caribbean
Sea. After the snorkel and swim, come back aboard and relax as you sail back to the cruise ship pier.
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What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMD5

Adventure Snuba and Snorkel

PRICES:

Adult 89.00/Child 89.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 260 pounds, Minimum Age: 8 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am, 2:30 pm

Overview:
SNUBA is a great way for beginners to explore the beautiful underwater world of the Caribbean. Whether you are already a
seasoned SNUBA fan or this is your first time, you are sure to enjoy the warm waters, colorful reef fish and sunken wrecks.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a scenic boat cruise to and from the dive site.
- Take a guided SNUBA tour of St. Maarten’
s underwater world.
- Time to snorkel or relax on the boat.
Full Description:
Join a SNUBA adventure in St. Maarten. SNUBA is a technique that combines snorkeling and SCUBA diving. It is perfect for
beginners. Experience the wonders of the undersea world without a dive certification or heavy SCUBA gear.
As you cruise along the coast to the dive site, your guide will provide instruction on the easy-to-use SNUBA system. Your guide
will accompany you as you explore the marine life to a maximum depth of 20 feet. You will have ample time to snorkel, enjoy the
sunshine or take it easy on the boat before cruising back to the downtown area with a celebratory rum punch.
You can choose to return directly to your ship or take advantage of the shopping and board walk areas nearby. If you opt to be
dropped off in town, you can return to the ship via water taxi or a short and pleasant walk at your leisure.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
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- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Not suitable for pregnant women and guests with serious medical conditions or disabilities.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMD6

Historical Philipsburg By Bicycle

PRICES:

Adult 52.00/Child 52.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 56 inches, Maximum Height: 79 inches, Maximum Weight: 240 pounds
Minimum Age: 13 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
Quaint cottages and mighty fortifications are waiting to be discovered as you take a bike ride through beautiful Philipsburg. The
town has a number of interesting sites which will bring to life the long and rich history of Dutch St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Tour the historic sites of Philipsburg by bike, including the Passangrahan Hotel, Captain Hodge’
s Wharf, Philipsburg, courthouse,
traditional West Indian cottages, and Fort Amsterdam.
- Stop for a cold drink and rest at the popular Taloula Mango Restaurant.
Full Description:
Your guide will meet you at the entrance to the cruise ship terminal and give you a 10 minute briefing on the operation of your Trek
bicycle. You will start riding along the Point Blanche road to the start of the boardwalk in the capital, Philipsburg. Your first
historical stop will be at the Passangrahan Hotel, St. Maarten’
s oldest inn, which was originally the Governor’
s residence and then
the Royal residence when St. Maarten’
s Queen Beatrix would visit. Continue along the boardwalk for your next stop at Captain
Hodge’
s Wharf which is the center of this bustling and colorful town and was the original fishing and shipping venue in the early
1900’
s.
Step over to the Philipsburg courthouse which dates to 1793 and see the lawyers and judges congregating every Wednesday for
cases as they have been doing for hundreds of years. Your tour continues along the boardwalk and crosses over to Back Street.
You’
ll pass the oldest and most traditional West Indian (gingerbread) cottages and start your first climb up the Little Bay Hill where
you can stop and rest at Look Out Point, offering an incredible view of the town.
You’
ll continue on your bicycle adventure to the beautifully located Divi Little Bay Resort and begin your second short incline to
historic Fort Amsterdam, built in 1631. Built in 1631, this strategic point was the place of many battles between the Spanish and
Dutch fleets in the 17th century. The remaining walls and cannons at this spectacular vantage point offer a glimpse into St.
Maarten’
s rich history.
From the fort, return to Philipsburg along the boardwalk, stopping at the popular Taloula Mango Restaurant for a cold drink under
the shade and a dip in the calm waters of Great Bay. From there, it is a short 10 minute ride back to the cruise ship terminal.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
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- Sun protection
- Camera
- Money for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
Important Notes:
- Participants should be aware that there are certain inherent risks with any cycling excursion. Please note that the boardwalk and
the road utilized during this excursion will be shared with motor vehicles and pedestrians.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in
any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMD7

Kayak and Snorkel Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 72.00/Child 59.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 9 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:00 am

Overview:
Paddle your kayak along the coast to the Pelican Resort. Snorkel over the shallow reefs surrounding Pelican Rock with hundreds of
tropical fish. A great way to enjoy the outdoor beauty and underwater world of St. Maarten.
Highlights:
- Kayak along the beautiful coast of Pelican Keys and Simpson Bay.
- Enjoy the tropical fish as you snorkel the reef surrounding Pelican Rock.
Full Description:
Following your guide’
s short safety and paddling demonstration, your tour departs from beautiful Kim Sha Beach. You will paddle
along the coast of Pelican Keys and Simpson Bay, a quaint fishing village. You’
ll soon reach a small beach at the Pelican Resort
where you will pull up your kayak and get snorkeling instructions from your guide. Your guide will lead you on your 5 minute swim
out to the shallow reef at Pelican Rock. There you’
ll spend about 45 minutes exploring the beautiful undersea world. Elegant angel
fish, brightly colored parrot fish and hundreds of other reef fish are among the amazing creatures you will see. Or you can rest on
the beautiful beach if you wish. On the way back, along the Pelican coast, the guide will point out the neighboring islands that can
be seen clearly from this southern side of St. Maarten. Enjoy a cold drink at the Kim Sha Beach upon your return.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
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- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMF3

Scenic Hike & Yoga

PRICES:

Adult 54.00/Child 54.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 11 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:00 am

Overview:
When was the last time you did something unconventional? Not surprisingly, hiking yoga began in San Francisco, but the
popularity of the unconventional combination of roughly 60 minutes of hiking interspersed with 40 minutes of short bouts of yoga
has seen the discipline spread. You will be rejuvenated after hiking the beautiful scenic hills and see nature at its finest plus
'breathing in/out" the Atlantic's purest trade winds with yoga exercises. Finish your coastal walk along the winding trails at the
secluded and beautiful Guana Bay Beach for a cold drink and some relaxing yoga postures while the clear Caribbean ocean cools
your feet.

Highlights:
- Enjoy a unique combination of hiking (approx. 60 mins) interspersed with short bouts of yoga (approx. 40 mins).
Full Description:
Board your comfortable transportation for a scenic drive to the Guana Bay lookout point. Located on the Dutch side, this vantage
point offers spectacular views of this most eastern beach, known to have the best surf on the island. Upon arrival, you will be given
a hip-pack that contains a bottle of water and a snack bar and receive a safety briefing and orientation from your friendly guide along
with a description of the yoga postures that you will be enjoying along the way. Then it is time to set off with your knowledgeable
guide on a wonderful outdoor adventure. Follow the coastal trails through grassy fields and along the rugged eastern coastline,
making a few stops along the way to experience short bouts of yoga postures supervised by a certified instructor.
Continuing along the trails overlooking the rough Caribbean Sea below, your guide will point out interesting cacti and plant life
growing in the area, as well as the neighboring island of St. Bart's, the deserted Isle de Fourche, and Pelican Rock. When you
arrive at the pebble stone beach of Geneveve Bay, your guide will recharge you with some more yoga postures while the miniature
stones play music as the tide rolls in. Turning back, you will follow the trails that lead you to the secluded, sandy Guana Bay
beach. At the end of this rejuvenating hike, you will walk across the pristine and private beach where the white sand and crystal
clear Caribbean Sea will cool your feet after your wilderness hike and yoga stretches. You will be served a cold refreshment before
re-boarding your transportation for the drive back to the ship.

What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes
Important Notes:
- This tour involves a considerable amount of physical activity such as walking over cobblestone or uneven surfaces, steep terrain or
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dirt paths along with extended periods of standing and practicing yoga postures. Guests who have concerns should consult with
their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SMF5

St. Maarten Carousel Island Tour

PRICES:

Adult 36.00/Child 24.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 1 Maximum Age: 75

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:00 am

Overview:
Enjoy a unique tour where the highlight is the beautiful carousel that you can take a ride on. A good option for families.
Highlights:
- Marvel at and ride on a beautiful carousel.
- Enjoy authentic gelato made daily.

Full Description:
Departing the pier, relax and enjoy a short narrated tour on a 20 minute drive to Cole Bay International Look Out Point for a brief
photo stop before proceeding to Simpson Bay. Here you will discover the carousel, one of St. Martin's newest treasures, a living art
form, whose sixteen sided architecture and cerulean tiles grace the water's edge like a dazzling oasis.
Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a knowledgeable guide, who will share the art of making authentic Italian gelato. You'll have a
chance to savor the delectable gelato made daily with only the finest natural ingredients along with a beverage. Outside, gardens of
blooming hibiscus and gentle palms set the stage to stroll and view an intriguing photo gallery.
Adjoining the path, a beautiful circular room built out on the water holds the heart of the carousel's fancy, where a magical Venetian
carousel with finely painted ponies and polished brass ornaments shimmer and prance to the music for all to ride.
This tour is good for families and young children as well as those with mobility challenges who can negotiate a few steps on and off
the bus.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your Sea Pass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
SMF6

Easy St. Maarten (Wheelchair Accessible)

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am, 1:00 pm
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Overview:
Enjoy the sights of St. Maarten in a custom vehicle that is fully equipped for limited mobility and wheelchair access. Please contact
the Shore Excursion Department at shorexaccess@rccl.com to review full details on this tour and book the tour in advance of the
cruise.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a panoramic tour in a fully accessible vehicle with stops at Oyster Pond Look Out, Marigot and Cole Bay Hill Look Out.
Full Description:
Leaving the cruise harbor, this tour takes you along Philipsburg and past Dawn Beach and into Oyster Pond Village to Oyster Pond
Look Out. You will then proceed through several scenic villages on your way to Marigot, the capital of the French side of the island
where you will have some time to explore and shop. You will then proceed past the border monument into Cole Bay Village with a
final photo stop on Cole Bay Hill before returning to the cruise ship terminal.
Note: This tour is designed for those guests who are full time wheelchair users. Space permitting, we will try to accommodate
guests with walking difficulties and those unable to handle steps or extended periods of walking or standing. The vehicle used on
this excursion is adapted with an access ramp (or lift where available) to accommodate a limited number of wheelchairs. In order to
use the ramp and/or lift, guests must be seated in a wheelchair or scooter. Due to liability issues, participants cannot stand on the
ramp to be lifted into the vehicle.
This tour can only be secured in advance of the cruise on a first come - first served basis. Space is limited but a minimum
participation is required in order for the tour to operate.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Cash for incidentals
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoe.

Important Notes:
- Guests interested in this tour must contact the Shore Excursions department at shorexaccess@rccl.com in advance of the cruise
to review availability and departure times.
- Guests wishing to utilize a wheelchair (manual or electric) on this excursion must provide the Shore Excursions department at
shorexaccess@rccl.com with the total dimensions (height, length and width) and weight of the electric scooter or wheelchair at the
time of booking.

SMF7

Family Fun, Beach & Nature Walk

PRICES:

Adult 72.00/Child 59.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 4 years.
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Overview:
Curious about boogie-boarding? Here’
s your chance to learn and practice this fun sport in a natural environment. You’
ll also get to
check out some of what makes St. Martin beautiful on a gentle scenic walk.
Highlights:
- Learn how to and practice boogie-boarding.
- Enjoy a nature walk
- Light meal included
Full Description:
Board your air-conditioned transportation at the pier and travel to the spectacular Orient Bay Beach on the French side of St.
Martin. This Caribbean setting is located on the northeastern coast of St. Maarten capturing the wave action of the Atlantic Ocean,
ideal to practice body surfing and boogie-boarding.

Upon arrival, you will be welcomed by a group of guides who will introduce you to the activities that will be available during your
stay. The guides will provide a practical lesson to the group on the use of the boogie board before you get to try this exhilarating
sport for yourself. Special attention is paid to younger guests so they can enjoy the fun as well. You’
ll be able to practice your new
boogie-boarding skills for approximately an hour. The guides will be in the water, acting as lifeguards during this time. If you prefer
to watch the action from the shade of your umbrella and beach chair, you are welcome to do so.
After working up an appetite in the water, enjoy a light meal of BBQ ribs or chicken with fries or salad and a complimentary
beverage. There are fresh water showers and restrooms available on the restaurant premises if you’
d like to change and freshen up
after your water adventure.
Then it is time to gather the family, lace up your shoes and proceed to the next outdoor adventure. Your guide will lead you on a
gentle sightseeing walk where you will marvel at the Atlantic Ocean and Nature Reserve of French St. Martin which includes the
surrounding islands of St. Barth's, Tintemarre, and Pinel Island. The informative walk lasts approximately 40 minutes. On your way
back, you will visit the nature reserve pond where St. Maarten’
s national birds, the brown pelicans, are viewed in large numbers.
You will also see a special cactus which is a protected species in the Caribbean and is considered a must see due to its beauty.
You will have an assigned chair and umbrella throughout the tour and can leave non-valuable belongings on the beach chair if you
like or relax at the beach instead of taking the walking tour as it will return to the beach at the end.

Before your return to the ship, you will spend some more time at Orient Beach for a well deserved dip in the Ocean.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
- Change of clothing, if desired
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
- Comfortable walking shoes are recommended for the nature trail.
SMF8
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PRICES:

Adult 56.00/Child 56.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Overview:
A cultural island experience! The tour around St. Martin includes a visit to a flavored rum factory and tasting, a visit to an authentic
island perfumery, a French Caribbean cooking demonstration, and free time at the open-air Creole market or the beach.
Highlights:
- Visit a rum factory and island perfumery.
- Enjoy a French Caribbean cooking demonstration and taste these authentic dishes.
- Free time at an open-air Creole Market or the beach.

Full Description:
Start with a scenic drive in an air-conditioned tour bus through the rolling landscape uncovering the charm and highlights of the
Dutch side. Continue across the border into the French side traveling to Orient Bay lookout point, hailed as the "French Riviera of
the Caribbean".
You will then proceed to Ma DouDou's locally crafted rum factory situated in a tiny shack obscured by overgrown foliage. You will
be fascinated with the century old tradition of how to create flavored rum using tropical fruits, spices and other exotic aromatics.
Free tastings of different varieties are also part of this fun experience including one that possesses aphrodisiac properties.
Your tour continues to the island's only working perfumery, Tijon, where you will receive a guided interactive tour on the French fine
art of traditional perfume making. A master perfumer will reveal the secrets of perfume creation. As he verbally tests your knowledge
about perfumes, he will explain the manufacturing process utilizing French traditional methods.
You will then proceed to the highlight of the tour, a French Caribbean cooking demonstration. A reputable French chef will
demonstrate, worthy of a Food Network Show, several cooking methods and recipes typical of the French Caribbean. Using local
ingredients and spices of the region, a variety of dish samples will be created for you to try in a picturesque ocean setting featuring
one of the most beautiful beaches of St. Martin. This is an absolutely breathtaking setting too irresistible to be missed.
After the demonstration you have the option of visiting the Creole market or remaining on the beach before returning to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes.
SMG7

ATV

PRICES:

Adult 119.00/Child 119.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 5 feet., Maximum Weight: 300 pounds
Minimum Age: 21 years Maximum Age: 65 years
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am, 12:00 pm

ZM07

PADI Scuba Diver Certification Course

PRICES:

Adult 249.00/Child 249.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
Most of the world is covered with water. Participate in the PADI Scuba Diver Course onboard and discover what you've been
missing. This quick and easy course was designed with the vacationer in mind.
Highlights:
- Pool dives, knowledge development sessions, 2 open water dives in St. Maarten, use of dive gear except mask and snorkel
- 4 ½ hours in St. Maarten and approx. 12 hours onboard including pool dives and knowledge sessions
- PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor involved in each step
- Upon completion of the course, receive a PADI Scuba Diver certification
Full Description:
The PADI Scuba Diver program is a wonderful and exciting opportunity to explore the underwater world with the comfort and safety
of having an experienced PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor beside you every step of the way. Throughout the course, you'll learn the
basics of diving through participation in pool dives, knowledge development sessions, and 2 exciting open water dives in some of
the best locations in the world.
Upon completion of the short course, you will be awarded the PADI Scuba Diver certification. PADI certifications are the most
recognized forms of diver education worldwide. Your certification is like a passport, allowing you beginner-level access to some of
the best diving in the world. It also allows you to pursue further training in diving.

Two boat training dives in the beautiful waters off the diving paradise of St. Maarten and you've earned your PADI Scuba Diving
Certification. During your two training dives with your professional PADI SeaTrek Instructor, you'll experience the fascinating
underwater world. A short skill assessment will test your knowledge and underwater comfort level. Once you've completed both of
these dives, you're ready to begin a lifetime of underwater adventure!
Price includes: 2 Open Water training dives and all gear; except mask and snorkel. Successful completion of pool and academic
training required prior to the dives, which is conducted onboard the ship. Scuba equipment is available for purchase at the SeaTrek
Dive Shop onboard at tax and duty free prices.
Duration: 4 1/2 hours in St. Maarten and approximately 12 hrs overall including pool dives and knowledge reviews.
Guests wishing to participate in this course must print and fill out the PADI Medical History Questionnaire form prior to the cruise.
This form can be found at:
http://media.royalcaribbean.com/content/royal/en_US/pdf/PADImedicalrelease.pdf
A positive response on the medical history questionnaire does not necessarily mean you can't dive, but you will need to consult
with your physician prior to coming onboard. Also included is the Physician’
s Guide to the Diving Medical. This is a simple guide for
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your physician to use to determine if diving is safe and suitable for you.
You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader in order to view the PADI Medical Release Form. The software can be found at:
www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/readstep2.html.
If you have any questions regarding this excursion, please email learntodive@rccl.com.
Diving is an adventure like no other. Enjoy a fantastic cruise and everything the sea has to offer, above and below the waves.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- For the pool sessions and open water dives, you should bring a towel (available onboard the ship)
- Mask and snorkel (available for purchase at the SeaTrek Dive Shop onboard at tax and duty free prices)
What to Wear:
- For the pool sessions and open water dives, you should wear a bathing suit

Important Notes:
- Please note this course is only offered on certain ships.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
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Basseterre, St. Kitts
06-Feb-2013
KT04

Snorkel St. Kitts

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 52.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Weight: 35 pounds, Maximum Weight: 340 pounds, Minimum Age: 6 years, Maximum
Age: 75 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am, 1:00 pm

Enchanting, impressive and breathe taking are just a few words to suggest our Snorkel St Kitts is a must. Snorkel virgin reefs
abundantly alive with a varying array of tropical fish, large turtles, eagle rays, salt water chub and snapper may be sited. Many virgin
reefs, volcanic and extensive soft corals, fans and sponges make up the reef life along the Caribbean Sea side of St. Kitts.
Refreshments of local non-alcoholic drinks and water will be provided.

Note: Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate.
Guests with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition
should take particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult
with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
The minimum age to participate in this tour is 6 years.Minimum weight: 35 pounds; maximum weight: 340 pounds.
KT06

Deep Sea Fishing

PRICES:

Adult 175.00/Child 175.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Hop on board one of the fully equipped fishing vessels and let the Captain take you to local fishing grounds for a day of fishing in the
normally calm, Caribbean Sea.
Test your skills and feel the thrill of the "screaming lines" or learn the local methods for catching a variety of sporting fish including
Spanish and King Mackerels, Dolphins (Mahi Mahi, not "Flipper"), Tunas, Barracudas, etc. The captain will offer assistance to
anglers and try to ensure the "Catch Of The Day."
KT12

Mountain Biking & Beach Tour

PRICES:

Adult 78.00/Child 78.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 60 inches

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am
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Experience the thrill of mountain biking on the rolling slopes of St. Kitts combined with a refreshing swim at Frigate Bay. fter a
safety briefing, you will be fitted with a mountain bike and safety helmet before setting out.
Your will commence at the pier and proceed through the streets of historical Basseterre. Once on the outskirts of town, you'll
venture off the beaten path winding your way through sugar cane fields before arriving at the base of Conaree Hills. Experience
breathtaking views of the Southeastern Peninsula Mountain Range and the sister island of Nevis while relaxing with local
refreshments. The bike portion of your tour resumes as you descend, making your way down the rolling hills before reaching the
main road for a scenic ride to Frigate Bay.
Here you will have time to swim and enjoy a light snack before reboarding your bike for the return ride to the ship. Bike, safety gear,
complimentary beverages, and snacks are included.
Note: Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate.
Guests with pre-existing neck, back,knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them. Minimum
height to participate is 60 inches.

KT15

Caribbean Scenic Railway Tour

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am, 12:30 pm

This unique “
island tour”runs in a complete circle around St. Kitts allowing visitors the opportunity to see the entire country by rail
and highway in only three hours.
No trip to this two-island federation is complete without the experience of traveling on the St. Kitts Scenic Railway, one of the most
beautiful train rides in the world. This one-of-a-kind narrow gauge railroad was built almost a century ago to deliver sugar cane from
the fields to the sugar mill in the capital city of Basseterre. The railway now provides a fascinating way to see the island from the
comfort of double-deck railcars built specifically for touring the island of St. Kitts. Island ambiance is evoked with comfortable rattan
furniture, complimentary specialty drinks, island music sung by the Scenic Railway Choir, and a colorful narrative history of the
Caribbean.
Your experience is complimented by a scenic drive on board the Scenic Railway’
s sightseeing buses along the Southwest of the
island.
KT21

The Essential St. Kitts Tour

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 36.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 340 pounds
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am, 1:15 pm

Our Essential St. Kitts Tour takes you into the historic past of this charming island called St Kitts. Your driver/guide takes you on
an intoxicating narrated drive of the city of Basseterre while showcasing evidence of English and French colonialism. Visit
signature landmarks such as Independence Square, The Anglican Church and the War Memorial. Travel along the coastal roadway
en route to Caribelle Batik at Romney Manor a lush tropical garden on the foothills of the rainforest. Observe the demonstration on
the art of Batik or stroll the gardens.
From here you will visit Brimstone Hill Fortress a world heritage site perched 750 feet above the Caribbean Sea overlooking four
neighboring islands. Visit the museum rooms, the gun ports and bastions. Simply enjoy a relaxing experience that is Basseterre,
Batik and Brimstone Hill.
Note: Maximum weight for participation: 340 pounds.

KT22

St. Kitts Rainforest Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 44.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 340 pounds, Minimum Age: 4 years, Maximum Age: 65 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am, 10:30 am

Your tour takes you to a mysterious world of lush mountain forest even from your approach, a place of rare beauty that is the St
Kitts' richest reservoir of bio-diversity.
Your first stop is at the botanical gardens of Romney Manor, home to Caribelle Batik. After a brief visit at Caribelle, get ready to
hike the Wingfield Forest Trail. See a rainforest alive with exotic plants like heliconias bamboo, ferns, palms and elephant ears that
festoon the area. Sample some of the local fruits along the way (seasonal). The area is also abundantly alive with caterpillars and
colorful lizards. Your guide will explain many uses of the existing plants. Beautiful song and humming birds adorn the trees under
the canopy of creepers and vines. Observe the drop in temperature and increase in moisture as you venture deeper into the forest.
Coursing crystal streams (seasonal) accentuate and make your experience memorable. Refreshments are provided at the end of
the hike.
Note: This tour involves walking over uneven and wet terrain/footpaths. Closed toe shoes, such hiking boots or sneakers, are
recommended. Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is
appropriate. Guests with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical
condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns
should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
KT36

Royal St Kitts Golf

PRICES:

Adult 189.00/Child 189.00 USD

DURATION:

5 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am
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Just imagine playing golf in an area between the tranquil Caribbean Sea on one side, and the invigorating clamor of the Atlantic
Ocean on the other side. Enjoy 18 holes of golf at the prestigious Royal St. Kitts Golf Course, the Caribbean's newly -renovated
championship golf course - re-designed by the renowned Canadian Golf course architect Thomas Mc Broom. This newly redesigned course boasts 125 acres of the best conditioned lush green grass.
The Royal St. Kitts Golf Club offers the very best for the beginner to the professional player. The Golf Club is located in the scenic
Frigate Bay area, just 10 minutes drive from Port Zante.
The country style Club House provides golfers with everything that they will need. The facilities available are second to none, top
brands with first class service.
Please note: Comfortable clothing, collared shirt, tailored shorts, no denim shorts or jeans and t-shirts. Tennis or golf shoes (Golf
clubs and shoes available for rent at the Golf Shop).
Note: Price includes green fees, transportation and shared golf cart. Club rental $65.00 per person; Shoe rental $12.00 per person Prices are not part of the golf package and are subject to change at anytime. Payable at the golf course only.

PRICE VALID 10/01/10 - 09/30/11. 18-holes, Par 71 at 6,900 yards from the back tees.
KT39

Caribbean Scenic Rail & Sail

PRICES:

Adult 149.00/Child 75.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

This unique “
island tour”runs in a complete circle around St. Kitts allowing visitors the opportunity to see the entire country by rail
and highway in only four hours.
No trip to this two-island federation is complete without the experience of traveling on the St. Kitts Scenic Railway, one of the most
beautiful train rides in the world. This one-of-a-kind narrow gauge railroad was built almost a century ago to deliver sugar cane from
the fields to the sugar mill in the capital city of Basseterre. The railway now provides a fascinating way to see the island from the
comfort of double-deck railcars built specifically for touring the island of St. Kitts. Island ambiance is evoked with comfortable rattan
furniture, complimentary specialty drinks, island music sung by the Scenic Railway Choir, and a colorful narrative history.
After arriving at La Valle Station you will be transferred for a short distance to New Guinea to board your state- of- the -art
catamaran. sailing along the southwestern coastline of St. Kitts in one of the most spectacular voyages in the Caribbean while
enjoying the excellent vistas and light refreshment.
KT58

Beach Extravaganza

PRICES:

Adult 44.00/Child 34.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm
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On leaving the port you will travel through Basseterre to the tourist and residential resort area of Frigate Bay. This is the scenic
area, where the land narrows making it possible to view the cresting foams of the Atlantic coast and the tranquil waters of the
Caribbean Sea separated only by part of the Royal St. Kitts Golf course and a few resort accommodations.
You finally arrive at the bar and restaurant on the beach with beautiful vistas of Nevis. A warm smiling Caribbean welcome awaits
you. Walk out to the large wooden decks decorated with upscale Caribbean themes and then onto the beach with the beautiful sea
and the whispers of lapping waves. There is a gift shop, outdoor grill and bar available. Spend time walking the beach, swimming or
sun-bathing. A beach chair and refreshing drink have been reserved for you at the beach front restaurant. Relax and enjoy.
KT60

Caribbean Cooks

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

A Unique Culinary Experience! A little History! A little Food, Fun and Folklore!
You may have previously enjoyed the wonderful flavors of West Indian cooking, but do you know the actual ingredients of the dishes
or their history? Regardless of whether you are a seasoned cook or just a lover of tasty cuisine, this demonstration will appeal to
you.
After a short drive you will arrive at Fairview Great House and Botanical Gardens Tantalize your taste buds as you enjoy regional
dishes prepared before your eyes. As ingredients are added, the historian cook will recount tales about the history of our regional
foods, share old and new recipes, talk about the wonderful development of dishes that use Old and New World foods with African,
European and Indian cooking methods. Then enjoy sampling the dishes along with a homemade refreshment.
After the demonstration browse locally made handcrafts available for sale or browse the Great House. The main floor of the Great
House is furnished in authentic colonial style. On display are the dining room, with the table set for a delicious West Indian dinner;
the living room; a gentleman’
s study; and a historical information room where you can learn more about previous owners of the
property, life on the island in colonial times and the process undertaken to fully restore this historic gem. Upstairs you will find the
master bedroom with a large veranda offering a panoramic view of the Caribbean Sea, South-East Peninsula and St. Kitts’sister
island of Nevis. You may also choose to enjoy wandering through the different areas of the beautifully landscaped botanical garden
at your leisure. Take home with you complimentary copies of the recipes of the dishes that were prepared during your tour.

KT62

Island Adventure 4x4 Safari

PRICES:

Adult 59.00/Child 59.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:00 pm

Imagine being on board a 4 x 4 Ex-British Army Troop Truck in the Caribbean, being taken on an Island Adventure across the crest
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of a panoramic Peninsula mountain range. Imagine stopping at strategic lookouts for breath taking views of the turbulent Atlantic
Ocean and the sleepy Caribbean Sea - both at the same time!
After boarding the 4 x 4 Troop Truck, you proceed along the outskirts of Basseterre, the capital, passing threw the resort area of
Frigate Bay, with its 18-hole Championship Golf Course. Upon reaching the crest of Timothy Hill, a brief photo stop is made to
experience awesome views of this pristine area. From there, you drive across this winding mountain highway, before stopping at
another photo locale with excellent views of the rugged coastline and Basseterre, the capital in the distance. The knowledgeable
guide will give commentary, history and tell stories of the area.
Upon returning from your leisurely wander, you climb into the truck and continue to the extreme tip of St Kitts to Cockleshell Bay
where you can take a plunge in the warm Caribbean Sea. Please bring a towel and suntan lotion.
KT63

Mount Liamuiga Volcano Hike

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 99.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Climbing to the top of a tropical dormant volcano appeals to those with a sense of adventure and who are very fit. After pickup, you
drive through Basseterre, the capital of St Kitts and along the winding countryside road by 4 X 4 off road vehicles to the base of
Mount Liamuiga.
Here, the climb begins through the lush flora showcasing towering forest trees, beautiful wild flowers and swinging vines. The climb
is quite steep in parts and across tree roots and narrow ledges. The reward for this challenging adventure up some 3000 feet above
sea level, will be the opportunity to take photographs of the Crater base, some 700' below the rim and the panoramic views of
several neighboring islands on a clear day. Enjoy a well-earned light picnic lunch at the summit. The return hike to the vehicle is
usually faster. Don't miss this adventure of a lifetime!
Note: Please wear comfortable, close toe walking or climbing shoes and long pants.

Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them. Participants
should be aware that there are certain inherent risks involved with any hiking excursion. Due to the nature of this tour, the minimum
age for participation is 10 years.
KT67

Fairview Greathouse and Beach

PRICES:

Adult 52.00/Child 46.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Reliving the past, experiencing the present and envisioning the future.
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Basseterre –An old town with an intriguing history.
Drive around the enchanting streets of Basseterre (the oldest town in the eastern Caribbean dating from the 17th century) to see the
classic Victorian architecture and other elements of French and British colonization which have been so carefully preserved –
Berkeley Memorial, Independence Square, St. George’
s Anglican Church and the impressive Catholic Co- Cathedral.
Fairview great House and Botanical Gardens.
Explore and enjoy the 2 ½ acres of Fairview Great House with the old world charm of its lovingly and meticulously restored Great
House along with the tropical botanical garden oasis surrounding it.
The main floor of the Great House is furnished in authentic colonial style. On display are the dining room, with the table set for a
delicious West Indian dinner; the living room; a gentleman’
s study; and a historical information room where you can learn more
about previous owners of the property, life on the island in colonial times and the process undertaken to fully restore this historic
gem. Upstairs you will find the master bedroom with a large veranda offering a panoramic view of the Caribbean Sea, South-East
Peninsula and St. Kitts’sister island of Nevis.
From the cobble stone courtyard view the original kitchen with its volcanic stone and brick oven; the original bathing room with its
large sun warmed volcanic stone bath; old stone cellar where you will find a gift shop and stone bridge leading from the rear veranda
of the Great House to the rear area of the tropical botanical garden.

The meticulously landscaped tropical botanical garden and stunning views of the Caribbean Sea, The South-East Peninsula and St.
Kitts’sister island of Nevis offer great photo opportunities. The grounds feature settings and plants of the 1700s –1920s with a wide
variety of fruit trees, palms, shrubs and flowering plants.
After and exciting tour of a wonderful restored Great House enjoy a glass of fruit Juice in the restaurant on property.
Frigate Bay- Present Day Style
As you drive to the southern eastern side of the island your guide will entertain and inform you with his commentary the ongoing
development in the Frigate Bay Area. Enjoy panoramic views of the Basseterre valley and the Frigate Bay resort area with, hotels,
an 18-hole golf course and hundreds of elegant homes.
Peninsula Views - A glimpse of the future
As you mount the top of Timothy Hill prepare to feast your eyes on absolutely breath taking scenes –the foaming crests of the
Atlantic waves of the north and the tranquil Caribbean Sea to the south. See the tranquil rolling hills of the Southeast peninsula, the
future hot spot for tourism development. Then drive to South Friars Bay and Carambola Beach Club to take a relaxing swim in the
Caribbean Sea or simply relax on our golden sandy beach at Frigate Bay. Enjoy a cool fruit punch.
KT68

Fairview Greathouse Plantation Estate Afternoon Tea

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:15 am

What better way to spend a warm and sunny late afternoon in the Caribbean than having afternoon tea (high tea) at a charming
traditional West Indian Great House surrounded by a tropical botanical garden.
Just a short drive from your ship westward out of town along the Island Main Road through small villages and you will arrive at
Fairview Great House. This 300 year old estate property has been restored with a grand Great House and courtyard surrounded by
a tropical botanical garden and outer buildings. A recent restoration of the property has enhanced its old world charm and romance
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with a resulting magical setting for a tour of the property followed by “
High Tea”
.
Enjoy a guided walk around the Great House which is believed to have been initially built in 1701 by the French. After touring the
Great House discover the stone cobbled courtyard with the old kitchen building housing the original brick oven, along with the old
bathing room housing a large volcanic stone warmed bath.
By walking across the stone bridge you will enter the tropical botanical garden where you will enjoy the wide variety of fruit trees,
flowering plants and other tropical vegetation as you tour this tropical garden oasis. Various signs around the garden will provide a
description of the plants and trees as well as unique characteristics about them.
After touring the property relax and take in the stunning views of the Caribbean Sea and Nevis (St. Kitts’sister island) while
enjoying a delicious Fairview afternoon tea.
Don’
t forget to peak inside the gift shop and pick up some keepsakes that will remind you of this unique experience for years to
come.

KT69

Caribbean Plantation and Beach

PRICES:

Adult 54.00/Child 44.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Your tour begins with an air-conditioned, narrated drive around historic Basseterre (1727), the oldest town in the Eastern Caribbean.
You will view Victorian, Georgian, gingerbread style architecture, important monuments such as the Berkley Memorial Clock Tower,
National Museum; landmarks such as Independence Square, which, once was a slave market, centuries-old churches and colourful
Kittitian life.
Relax and enjoy your scenic drive to Clay Villa Plantation House and Gardens (1763), which was the only Estate on St. Kitts never
to be worked by slaves. This stunning ten acre property was and still is today, a unique Carib family home; a place of wonder and
enchantment with its lush, fragrant, eco-friendly tropical gardens which are home to green vervet monkeys, beautiful birds, turtles
and nature's bounty. Learn about Carib traditions, their medicinal bush remedies and get a glimpse of plantation life. Inside this
well-loved plantation house and family museum, admire and enjoy the collection of treasures and artefacts of bygone times,
contemporary art and meet the Carib family who have lived there for the past five generations. A complimentary will be served at
Clay Villa Plantation.
On your return drive, a brief stop will be made at Timothy Hill where you will see breathe taking peninsula views, elegant homes,
modern day resorts, the turbulent waves of the Atlantic ocean to the north and with a turn of your head, the pristine waters of the
tranquil Caribbean Sea to the south.
The final stop is at Frigate Bay Beach for a refreshing swim in the crystal clear waters of the Caribbean Sea, or just relax on the
beach (complimentary beach chair included) and enjoy your self. There are bars and restaurants on the beach where you can
sample a large variety of local and non-local beverages and mouth watering delicacies (at your own expenses). All transportation
departs for the ship at a designated time.
KT74

Quad Biking and Beach

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 99.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)
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RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 18 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

Explore the tracks of St. Kitts by Quad Bike and then head to the beach for a relaxing swim!
This exciting experience begins with a transfer by mini-van from the dock to the Quad Bike (ATV) base. After an introduction and
full orientation on the use of the bikes and safety precautions, you are ready to mount the bikes for a wildly exhilarating ride. Your
experienced guide will lead you on a thrilling ride through cane fields and down country dirt tracks and up scenic slopes with views
of neighboring islands on clear days. Be sure to bring a camera to record the breathtaking scenes. On the way you may also be
able to taste local fruits in season. Then it is time once more to get back on the bikes and return to the tour base where you can
enjoy a refreshing drink.
The next stop is the beach where you can enjoy a refreshing swim in the tranquil Caribbean Sea. Enjoy a scenic drive to the
island’
s resort area and beach. Take a relaxing swim in our refreshing waters or simply relax on our golden sandy beach. After
enjoying some fun in the sun on this Island Paradise your transfer takes you back to the pier.

Note: Pregnant women are prohbited from participating in this tour. Participants must wear helmets and closed toed shoes while
riding the ATVs. Long pants are recommended. Swimwear, towel, and sunscreen should be brought for the beach.
KT75

Snuba St. Kitts Underwater Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 8 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:30 pm

On leaving the port you will travel through Basseterre to the residential area of Bird Rock.
Once on the Snuba cove your guide will give you a full safety orientation along with a demonstration of how to use the SNUBA
equipment. Start off and work your way to the beautiful reefs and sea life that await you below. Enjoy exploring the sea life with your
guide. After 25 mins come back to the raft for a quick break and then continue your Snuba experience in a different area of the reef
for another 25 mins.
Keep a lookout for turtles, moray eels and other special underwater creatures that show up from time to time.
Partake in the only Snuba tour in the Caribbean to go over 30 mins of Snuba time. Only in St. Kitts will you experience 50 mins of
Snuba time with a short 10 mins break along the way. Enjoy this hour long shallow scuba like diving experience without having to
be a qualified scuba diver and without the weight of scuba gear on your back.
After your Snuba experience spend time swimming, sun-bathing and/or enjoying a drink and bite to eat at the beach bar and grill at
an additional cost.
KT76

Sky Safari Zipline

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)
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RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Weight: 60 pounds, Maximum Weight: 270 pounds.

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:30 am, 12:30 pm, 1:00 pm

This is a spectacular 5 line zipline journey based at the Historic Wingfield Estate. Your tour commences amongst the oldest
English Settlement in the eastern Caribbean, adjacent to the spectacular grounds of Romney Manor. After a short orientation,
training session and riding the trainer line (line1), you will hop into one of our vehicles for a trek up the famous Valley of the Giants
where you may encounter monkeys frolicking among the wild fruit trees and you will enjoy fantastic panoramic views of Brimstone
Hill National Fortress, Old Road Village, former sugar estates, the Caribbean Sea and Mount Liamuiga, with its volcano crater ridge
being the highest point in St. Kitts.
Experience the next 4 ziplines on the some of the most technologically advanced zipline equipment in the world, soar across the
valley on our North American Engineered Cable System utilizing a cutting edge four point paragliding harness, hands free braking
and our patented Skyline Trolley and Catch-Block System, all certified to North American Amusement Park Standards. This zip will
be like no other in the Caribbean! Fly out through trees, across valleys, over a stream through tunnels of vegetation to your landing
points. From the center of the valley enjoy panoramic views as you overlook the rainforest below and the coastline and sea in the
distance. Thanks to the cutting edge technology of this system you will effortlessly fly hands and feet free, just like a bird!, without
any spinning. All you have to do is sit back, just like in a beach chair, and enjoy the experience! Fly rain or shine!

Note: Pregnant women are not allowed to participate on this tour.
KT91

St. Kitts Nature Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 52.00/Child 47.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

This tour takes you to some of the islands best sceneries. The first stop is at the top of Timothy Hill where views of the valley of
Frigate Bay, Half Moon Bay, the calm Caribbean Sea and rough Atlantic Ocean will be enjoyed.
A short drive off road will bring you to the St. Peters area. Here you will disembark and take a walk up to Milliken Mountain top.
Breathtaking panoramic views looking down, the entire valley of Basseterre and across the blue Caribbean Sea await you. Views of
our sister island of Nevis and Antigua are also possible weather permitting.
Hike back to the base of the mountain and re-board the safari vehicle en-route to your next stop, Fairview Great House and
Botanical Garden. Here you will be given an opportunity to tour the Great House which is the past was one of the island’
s first hotel.
See beautifully crafted authentic furniture, cobble stone court yard, authentic stone oven building and volcanic stone bath. Then
continue your tour into the colorful tropical botanical garden as your tour guide explains the rich flora and fauna.
Complimentary juice, water and a snack will be served during the tour.
KT92

Island History & Rum Tasting

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 21 years.
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:30 pm

Your tour begins with a narrated drive around historic Basseterre, one the oldest towns in the Eastern Caribbean.
Your tour then brings you to the newly restored Fairview Great House and Botanical Garden. Here you will enjoy a guided tour
around the Great House, which is believed to have been originally built in 1701 by the French.
In the cobbled stone courtyard you will be given the opportunity to taste several flavors of Caribbean rum and be given the history of
where rum came from in the Caribbean. How Caribbean people made their own rum. Hear stories of when the Irish settled on St.
Kitts and the rum legacies they have left with us and how and where rum drinking has evolved on the island.
After your rum tasting experience, take time to wonder in the 2 ½ Botanical Garden. Don’
t forget to peak inside the gift shop and
pick up some keepsakes that will remind you of this unique experience for years to come.

KT93

A Day Trip to Nevis with Lunch

PRICES:

Adult 109.00/Child 109.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Upon arrival into Charlestown, the capital, a short drive through the tranquil town, provides you with a glimpse of a simple, but
civilized Caribbean lifestyle and architecture. Here in Charlestown Nevis you will see the birth place of Alexander Hamilton, First
Treasurer of the United States
The Tour then proceeds through several sleepy villages and then Mountpelier Plantation Inn, where Princess Diana stayed on her
vacation on Nevis. This traditional plantations hotel is surrounded by a beautiful garden. You will get an insight into how former
plantations were transformed to unique intimate Plantation Inns.
Your tour continues on the Nevis Main road to yet another example of beautiful intimate Plantation Inn. Golden Rock Plantation
Hotel is located on the edge of a tropical rainforest.
This location allows for the property to be filled with beautiful tropical plants that would not traditionally grow on lower level of land.
Enjoy a stroll around the property and take in the wonderful views.
Continue your tour as you circle the entire island and your native guide gives you history on life in Nevis. Arrive on Pinney Beach
where you will be served a delicious lunch at LIME Beach Bar. Sip on rum punch, local beer or fruit punch at this traditional
Caribbean style beach bar.
After lunch enjoy the tranquil water of the Caribbean Sea. A beach chair awaits you.
Board you boat right off the beach back to your cruise ship.
KT94

4x4 Island Safari & Beach

PRICES:

Adult 64.00/Child 49.00 USD
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DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Board your vehicle at the pier and head inland traveling through villages and then up into cool mountain rainforests. As you travel off
road into the interior of St. Kitts in specially modified 4x4 Land Rovers, you will explore the lush rain forest where it is possible to
see shy, green Monkeys and other exotic tropical flora and fauna. At a private mountain top property, 1000 feet above sea level,
enjoy panoramic views over the island’
s rainforest and quilted coastline, inclusive of the capital city of Basseterre and our sister
island, Nevis Here you will be served a local fresh fruit juice. Be sure to bring your camera for exquisite photo opportunities.
Your journey then continues through the mountains to the opposite side of the island where you discover quaint villages and the
country life of St. Kitts. Going through the village of Cayon, the historical St. Mary’
s Church will be pointed out to you as well as
traditional village homes and farmers’gardens. Drive along the windswept Atlantic coastline as you head towards the beach for a
refreshing swim in the Caribbean Sea. Relax and unwind on the beach or swim off our golden sand beach or just beach comb
before returning to port.

KT95

St. Kitts Panoramic

PRICES:

Adult 56.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:15 pm

Board your transportation for a driving tour of Basseterre, capital of St. Kitts, which was the first town to be settled by the French in
the Caribbean. You will tour the historical center of this town with its famous traditional French architecture and Victorian
structures. Old churches, West Indian cottages, the Berkeley Memorial, a former slave market called the Independence and other
interesting attractions.
From the historic center you will travel east, enjoying panoramic views of the Basseterre valley stretching to the modern Frigate Bay
Resort area, with its hotels, golf course and elegant homes.
Sit back, relax and gaze around at the golf course framed by the Atlantic Coast and the Caribbean Sea. Continue up to the top of
Timothy Hill and then look back for a different angle of this stunningly beautiful panoramic view of the entire area. You will see the
vast expanse of the Frigate Bay Resort area with its long stretches of golden sandy beaches, the foaming crests of the Atlantic
waves to the north and the tranquil Caribbean Sea to the south, separated by only a few hundred yards.
Your final stop is at the St. Kitts Marriott Hotel which is a four AAA Diamond hotel that is fully wheelchair accessible. Amenities
included are a state of the Art Casino, Pool bars, eight Restaurants, shopping area, Spa and lounge area. Browse and relax at
your leisure. The tour will end as you re-board your wheelchair accessible vehicle for a scenic drive back to the ship.
KT96

Scenes of St. Kitts

PRICES:

Adult 44.00/Child 34.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am
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Journey along the island’
s main road with the shimmering Caribbean Sea to the southwest and on the opposite side, swaying fields
of the remaining sugar cane plants sloping upwards towards the lightly forested hills. Ahead lies a breathtaking view of Romney
Manor, set in extensive and meticulously maintained grounds. This 12-acre botanical paradise is a wonder to behold, it’
s a
photographer’
s dream!
Step back in time at Fairview Great House and enjoy this three hundred year old property where you can experience insights into
ways in which inhabitants of different periods utilized it. Fairview Great House provides a true representation of a colonial St. Kitts
Great House with the rooms furnished in authentic colonial style. At the cobble stone courtyard view the original kitchen with its
volcanic stone and brick oven; the original large sun warmed volcanic stone bath; and stone bridge leading from the rear of the
Great House to the upper level tropical botanical garden.
The meticulously landscaped tropical garden a wide variety of fruit trees, palms, shrubs and flowering plants. While in the courtyard
don’
t forget to wander into the old stone cellar where you will find a gift shop offering unique Fairview gifts and souvenirs for your
shopping delight.
The tour then returns along the island’
s main road and continues towards the Frigate Bay resort area for other stunningly beautiful
views. Continue up to the top of Timothy Hill and then look back for a different angle of this stunningly beautiful panoramic view of
the entire area. You will see the vast expanse of the Frigate Bay Resort Area with its long stretches of golden sandy beaches, the
foaming crests of the Atlantic waves to the north and the tranquil Caribbean Sea to the south, separated by only a few hundred
yards.
KT97

Nature Kayaking

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Height: 84 inches, Maximum Weight: 260 pounds
Minimum Age: 7 years Maximum Age: 65 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Explore St. Kitts’rugged southeast peninsula on this guided kayak tour that travels the coast to a secluded cove.
Board your transportation for the scenic drive along the rugged southeast peninsula to White house bay. There you meet your
guides, receive your safety equipment, and are assigned to a two-person kayak.
Enjoy a guided snorkeling tour prior to your kayak instruction and safety briefing. Then set out along the unspoiled coast at your
own pace, passing the rugged coastline for the approximately 45-minute paddle to South Friars Bay.
Enjoy a well-deserved rest, cold fresh fruit juice, and island snacks before returning to the dock by shuttle bus. Kayak, snorkeling
equipment including snorkel vest, professional instruction, supervision, and transportation are included.
This is an active excursion suitable for people in good physical condition. Wear a swimsuit and bring a towel and adequate sun
protection
KT98

St. Kitts Catamaran Sail & Snorkel

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 49.00 USD
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DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds.

DEPARTURE TIMES:

12:45 pm

On your St. Kitts sailing experience, enjoy the trade winds as you sail along the coast through the Caribbean Sea.
After about an hour we moor at our snorkel cove which can only be accessed by sea. Here you can snorkel, swim or just relax
while our crew continues to take care of you.
Enjoy the open bar on the large open decks, as well as some shade covered area at the aft of the catamaran, just relax. Your
sailing adventure comes to an end as you sail back to port.
KT99

Catamaran St. Kitts Nevis Historical Coastline Cruise

PRICES:

Adult 68.00/Child 46.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds.

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Welcome aboard our custom built catamaran for a dual island sailing adventure while spotting historical sites of both St. Kitts and
Nevis.
Relax as you sail over to Charlestown, Nevis, where you will see the birthplace of Alexander Hamilton, the first United States
Secretary of the Treasury.
Your journey continues along the north coast of Nevis passed the Four Seasons' Resort where you will see St Thomas' church, the
first Anglican church built in the Caribbean. You will then sail over the ruins of Jamestown, the former capital of Nevis, which sank
after an earthquake in 1690.
Your sail leads to the area of Nelson's Springs, which are named after British Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson who would take on fresh
water here during his battles in the 1700s. Your coastal cruise then sails back along the S.E. Peninsula of St. Kitts.

Enjoy the history of Basseterre, St. Kitts as you sail along the coastline back to port.
KTA1

St. Kitts Stand Up Paddle Board

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 8 years Maximum Age: 80 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Experience the wonders of the Carribbean Sea, as you Stand Up Paddle board in the tranquil Waters of St. Kitts.
A short drive through the Frigate Bay Resort area leads to the South-East Peninsula Highway. Capture the awe-inspiring views as
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you leisurely meander across the Mountain Range, closely flanked by the energetic Atlantic Ocean on the north and the tranquil
Caribbean Sea on the south.
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San Juan, Puerto Rico
07-Feb-2013
SJ01

Old & New San Juan City Tour

PRICES:

Adult 39.00/Child 39.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
Get an overall historical and cultural experience as you enjoy a narrated scenic drive through old and new San Juan.

Highlights:
- Travel through old and new San Juan in comfort on a narrated tour
Full Description:
Experience both modern and colonial San Juan on this scenic drive. The tour will take you through new San Juan, Condado, Isla
Verde, residential areas, and other points of interest. You will have a photo stop in the hotel section.
Continuing on, you will proceed to Old San Juan with a chance to see the Capitol Building, the Fortress San Cristobal in detail, and
the Art Deco style of construction found in the Old Town. Get an overall historical and cultural experience of this city that is so rich
in history.
At the end, you have the option of ending the tour in the shopping area of Old San Juan and returning to the ship independently or
returning directly to the ship.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Money for incidentals
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
SJ04

Carabali Horseback Ride

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 99.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:00 am

Overview:
On this excursion, you’
ll enjoy a leisurely slow paced walking ride on horseback through the foothills of the scenic El Yunque Rain
Forest. There will also be an opportunity to swim in the Mameyes River.
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Highlights:
- Horseback ride through the foothills of El Yunque Rain Forest.
- Swim in the Mameyes River
Full Description:
You will depart the ship to Hacienda Carabali where you will meet your horse and be given a lesson and orientation on horseback
riding, including the rules and regulations. From there, you head to the foothills of the El Yunque National Rainforest for a one hour
slow paced walking horseback ride. You will enjoy incredible views and experience the stunning flora and fauna of this unique ecosystem. The tour will take you next to the running waters of the Mameyes River which is perfect tor cooling off. You will have half
hour for swimming and refreshments. Don't forget your swimsuit if you plan to swim!
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit under your clothes
- Long pants and closed toe shoes are recommended
Important Notes:
- Hacienda Carabali caters to all levels of riders. Beginners, intermediate and experienced riders are all welcome. This is a slowpaced, walking-only horseback ride.
- Bottled water is included.
- Women who are pregnant may not participate.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them
SJ07

Old San Juan Walking Tour

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 38.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
Enjoy a guided walking tour of Old San Juan that includes many historical sites with multiple photo stops.
Highlights:
- Walking tour of Old San Juan
- Guided tour of San Felipe del Morro Fort
Full Description
Escorted by your tour guide, you will take a short bus ride from pier to the first historical site, San Felipe del Morro Castle. You will
start your journey by walking the inside of this magnificent fort. Inside the fort, you will enjoy amazing views of the San Juan Bay.
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Then continue walking through the Ballaja Barracks Building where you will visit Las Americas Museum with its native and Puerto
Rican roots exhibition.
Upon leaving the fort, you will explore further, through Quincentennial Square, San José Square and San José Church. After
exploring the great architecture of San José Church, you will walk down Cristo's Street through the narrow cobblestone street to
San Juan Bautista Cathedral. Then down to Caleta de las Monjas and la Rogativa Monument. Enjoy the views and have time for
pictures of the surroundings. Walk to Caleta de San Juan to Cristo's Chapel where the tour ends. Your guide will then escort you
back to the ship, or you may stay for some shopping at Cristo's and Fortaleza street, and return to the ship on your own.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Money for incidentals
- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Comfortable walking shoes

SJ25

Carabali ATV Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 129.00/Child 129.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 16 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:00 am

Overview:
Enjoy driving your own ATV through farmlands and rainforests. This tour is fun for all experience levels and individual riders will take
it all at their own speed and within their own capabilities.
Highlights:
- Drive an ATV through rugged terrain
Full Description:
Upon arrival, riders will be given a ten minute introduction on how to ride and operate a four track, including safety instructions. Then
the real adventure begins as your follow guides along outlined tracks through farmland and into the rainforest. The tracks are
carefully laid out for your safety. You will climb hills, negotiate tight corners, roam through rugged terrain, and splash through the
river.
You will take it all at your own speed and within your own capabilities. So, whether you are a first time rider or experienced, you
can be sure of an exhilarating ride. A tour highlight is the panoramic view from the Bamboo Lounge where riders can see miles of
ocean and rainforest views.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Cash for incidentals
- Valid driver’
s license
- Extra clothing to change into after the tour
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What to Wear:
- Closed toe shoes and long trousers are recommended
Important Notes:
- Please note that this tour is limited to 1 person per vehicle.
- Minimum age to participate is 16 years with a valid driver's license.
- Pregnant women are not allowed.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SJ29

The Fortresses of San Juan

PRICES:

Adult 41.00/Child 31.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
A walking tour with focus on the Cristobal Fortress and the Castle of San Felipe del Morro.
Highlights:
- Guided tours of Cristobal Fortress and the Castle of San Felipe Del Morro
- Enjoy a brief stop at Quincentennal Square
Full Description:
Accompanied by your tour guide, you will take a short bus ride from the pier to San Cristobal Fortress located at the northeast rim
of Old San Juan. You will visit the inside of this military fortification built in the 17th century. You will then continue your walk
through San Sebastian Street and Norzagaray Street where you will enjoy the panoramic view of the Atlantic Ocean and the
influence of French and Spanish architecture on its private homes.
You will walk by the Art and History Museum building with a short break at the Quincentennial Square. After enjoying this break,
you will continue on to the Castle of San Felipe del Morro for an inside visit of this amazing 5 acre fortification built during the 18th
century. After visiting Fort San Felipe, you will be escorted to Cristos Street where you can remain to enjoy some shopping or go
back to the ship with the guide.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Money for shopping and incidentals
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Comfortable walking shoes
Important Notes:
- This tour ends at the ship, however, you will have the option to finish at Cristos Street and return to the ship on your own.
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SJ41

Canopy Tour Zipline Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 131.00/Child 109.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 280 pounds, Minimum Age: 5 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:45 am, 8:15 am, 8:45 am, 9:15 am
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Forest Reserve, a nature park in the city of Guaynabo. The drive to the tour will enlighten you to the Puerto Rican rural life not seen
by many. Once there, you will find that the lush vegetation in the park is a sanctuary for tropical flora and fauna and The Original
Canopy Tour provides you with the opportunity to see this world from a unique perspective. After a short restroom break our staff will
outfit you in your climbing gear. After a 12 minute walk downhill past lush vegetation, you will reach the upper area of the Canopy
Tour. Here you will be given a brief demonstration of the procedures involved. Once you have completed the training, you will begin
the Canopy Tour. Expert system operators will take good care of you throughout the journey. From here to tour will take
approximately an hour and a half to complete.

The tour consists of 8 traverses, the longest being over 2 football fields in length (680 feet) and 350 feet in the air, with 12
observation platforms, an assisted belay (rappel) and a series of elevated walkways. The double line synthetic cables are much
stronger than steel and you will have professional personnel to assist you every step of the way from the moment you leave the
ground, until you get back down to the forest floor. The tour can operate in the rain and at night due to the special gear, materials
and techniques used. The tour will end just a few steps from the lower reception area of La Marquesa Forest Reserve and there will
be time here for souvenir shopping or to purchase a beverage. From here it will be just a short walk back to the bus and a 30 minute
drive to the pier.
Important Notes:
- This tour is not recommended for persons with heart trouble, seizure disorders, asthma, balance problems (vertigo) or those
beyond the 1st trimester of pregnancy (3 months).
- Participants must fit into the harness and helmet in a safe manner as determined by the head guide of the tour. Max weight is
about 280 pounds but this is a function of weight AND body size.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

SJ68

Fortification Segway Guided Tour

PRICES:

Adult 96.00/Child 96.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Weight: 100 pounds, Maximum Weight: 260 pounds, Maximum Age: 65 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:30 am, 10:15 am

Overview:
See old San Juan from a unique vantage point - on a segway. This experience will take you on an adventure around Puerto Rico's
capital city San Juan, known as the "Walled City" and founded in 1521 by the Spanish Crown. San Juan preserves 500 years of
history awaiting for you to glide around it during this tour. No segway experience necessary to enjoy this tour.
Highlights:
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- Visit historic old San Juan on a segway
- Guided walking tour inside El Morro Fort (approx. 25 mins.)
Full Description:
Your tour begins as your guide meets you on the pier and escorts you to the starting point of the tour, located just 3 minutes from
the ship. On arrival, you will sign a waiver and receive a 30 minute safety and training briefing before beginning the tour.
Now it’
s time to board your segway and set out to explore and experience Old San Juan with its beautiful architecture and rich
history. The beginners speed mode is used during the tour (5 mph) so you won’
t miss the sights. Several stops will be made during
the tour including the oldest Spanish fort under the American flag "San Felipe del Morro Fort" (1539). Your tour includes entrance to
El Morro Fort and a 25 minute (approximate) guided walking tour inside the fort. Leaving El Morro, you will pass by the Ballaja
Quarry, and the Ancient Asylum before returning to the starting point of the tour.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Comfortable shoes (no flip flops or sandals)
Important Notes:
- Please note that for tour departures after 4:30 pm, there will be no guided tour of the interior of El Morro Fort. As an alternative,
other sites such as Ballaja Quarry (visit inside), Ancient Asylum, cemetery, totem monument, San Jose Church and Ponce de
Leon monument may be substituted.
- Participants must be able to stand for the duration of the tour, step on and off the segway on their own, have full mobility and
reflects, and good hearing.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
- Given the nature of this tour, women who are pregnant may not participate. Maximum age to participate is 65 years of age. There
is a minimum weight of 100 pounds and a maximum weight of 260 pounds to participate.

SJ69

San Juan City and Beaches by Bike

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 65.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 15 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 54 inches, Maximum Height: 78 inches, Minimum Weight: 70 pounds,
Maximum Weight: 240 pounds
Minimum Age: 12 years, Maximum Age: 70 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Overview:
You will cover more than 12 miles on this bicycle tour of San Juan. Enjoy historic sites and beaches in a healthy way and at a
different pace.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a 12 mile bike tour of San Juan with several stops
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- Visit the market place for a light snack and water
Full Description:
Once everyone has gone through the safety briefing and adjusted their bike, you’
ll be off to your first destination, the house of the
Law “
El Capitolio”where you’
ll make a quick stop and have a chance to use the restrooms. From there you’
ll travel to Escambron
beach park, enjoying the views of San Juan and the Atlantic Ocean along the way. You’
ll have approximately 10 minutes to enjoy
the park before you head to the next location, San Geronimo ruins. At the ruins, you’
ll stop for a brief commentary from the guide.
From there, you’
ll head to Condado Lagoon forest reserve park, and then on to Santurce Market Place. At the market place, you
have a chance to enjoy a small snack and water. There is also a restroom available at this stop. Now that you are refreshed, it’
s
time for the remainder of your excursion. You’
ll head to "playita del Condado" beach park, biking along the tourism zone of
Condado and then finishing back at the pier.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Money for incidentals
- Sun protection

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing comfortable clothing such as short pants and sneakers.
Important Notes:
- Riding lessons are not available, thus participants must know how to ride a single speed bike utilizing hand and foot brakes.
- Participants must be in good health and be able to ride for an extended period of time.
- Women who are over 8 weeks pregnant may not participate.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SJ86

Rain Forest Nature Walk to Waterfall Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 99.00/Child 94.00 USD

DURATION:

5 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 6 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:30 am

Overview:
Experience the sights, sounds and beauty that nature has to offer with a guided walk through the El Yunque national rainforest,
recently elected as a finalist in the worldwide competition to name the Seven Natural Wonders of the World. El Yunque is 28,000
acres of lush plants, hardwood trees, cloud forests, dwarf forests, rivers, waterfalls, birds, insects, lizards, and beautiful flowers –all
waiting for you to explore.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a guided nature walk through the only tropical rainforest in the US.
- Visit and rest by the waterfall La Mina
- Includes water, snacks and backpack
Full Description:
Your day will start with a relaxing ride to the top of the National Rain Forest called the El Yunque. After receiving commentary and
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seeing the natural wonders from the bus, you will arrive at your drop point where you will start your adventure into the interior of the
rain forest.
The nature walk will start by meeting your two CPR and First Aid certified guides. The guide to guest ratio is 2 guides for 20 guests
to ensure a more comfortable experience. Here the group will receive a pre-walk orientation of the activity that they are about to
embark on. After the orientation, the group will sign waiver releases and receive a lightweight canvas backpack including a towel,
snack and bottle of water. At this point, you will start the walk along the natural trail into the forest and leave the world behind. The
cool fresh air will take over your senses. The sights and sounds of the wind and water will relax your mind. You will be given
information along the walk relating to the flora, fauna, ecology, and history behind the rainforest. As the walk progresses, you will
see and hear many beautiful sights and sounds, including the crystal clear river that flows along the walking path.
You’
ll have a chance for a break once you have reached a fabulous waterfall called La Mina. Your group will stop and have the
opportunity to relax under the majestic canopy of the rainforest. Enjoy your snacks and cold water while relaxing with the beautiful
view of La Mina. After the 25 to 30 minute break has ended, the group will start the return trip back out of El Yunque.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship) and photo identification when in port.
- Sun protection
- Camera

What to Wear:
- Loose and lightweight comfortable clothing
- Swimsuit for the waterfall stop, if weather permits
- rain gear, if weather requires
- Comfortable walking shoes
Important Notes:
- Walking is on a hiking trail made with concrete and natural materials, rocks, dirt, uneven surface, and two sets of stairs.
SJA3

Discover Scuba Diving

PRICES:

Adult 160.00/Child 160.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Discover the adventures of scuba diving right here in Old San Juan and get ready for the most exhilarating experience of you life:
Blowing bubbles! This is a tour for non-divers who want to get a taste of scuba diving. Joins us at Escambrón Marine Park; a
sustainable, ecotourism dive operation on site and certified as a PADI 5-Star Dive Center. You'll be met by the knowledgeable staff
who will take you on a fascinating 25-minute walking tour of the Third Millennium National Park.
Then they'll gear you up with all the necessary scuba equipment. Rentals include mask, snorkel, fins, bcd, regulator, wetsuit,
weights and tank. A PADI Instructor will sit with you to provide a theory review using "flip-chart" visual aids that'll help you
understand the basic concepts of scuba. This briefing includes basic instructions on scuba techniques, the marine habitat and
some safety tips. We'll clear up any questions you may have before we even enter the water. After, you'll be walking on to a
beautiful beach in a safe, protected cove with you Instructor. In the shallow you'll get a chance to try out and get comfortable with
you scuba gear and practice some basic skills. Instructors will teach you how to clear your ears, breath from your regulator,
communicate underwater and other basics.
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This spectacular scuba experience will take you to the city of Atlantis, Seaweed Forest and the historic "Fish Protection Wall"
where you will have a fun fish feeding experience surrounded by "Sea Monsters", schools of colorful, harmless fish swimming
through your fingers and eating right out off your hands!
Important Notes:
- This tour includes transportation, a squeeze bottle souvenir, equipment rentals, PADI Instructor, full dive briefing, food for the fish
feeding, one beach dive with up to 1 hour bottom time to explore the underwater park, and time to rest and play beach volleyball.
- A PADI medical questionnaire must be filled and signed to participate. If the participant responds "yes" to any one of the
questions he or she may not participate without a doctor's written approval.
- Minimum age is 12 years under the direct supervision of a parent.

SJA4

Kayak and Snorkeling Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 145.00/Child 145.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 5 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Rest, play, kayak, snorkel and explore a beautiful beach right here in Old San Juan. Once you arrive you’
ll be met by a
professional tour guide who will take you on an exciting 25 minute walking tour to learn about 500 years of historic and natural value
in the Third Millennium National Park. The park is home to a historic Spanish Fort, the ship-shaped Normandie Hotel, the “
Sixto
Escobar”track and field stadium, and a food kiosk that offers a unique experience with local music, beverages and classic fritters.
For the kayak and snorkeling tour you’
ll be provided with a properly fitting mask, snorkel, fins and inflatable vest for safety. Your
tour guide will give you a complete briefing on the marine habitat, the tour route and general safety tips. Our staff is certified in
rescue skills and will always provide proper supervision.
In the water, the “
Escambrón Marine Park”is a bowl-shaped cove with very calm waters on the inside which is perfect for beginners.
Throughout your kayak and snorkeling adventure you will practice gliding over water to then stop and discover the underwater city of
Atlantis, displaying columns and statues surrounded by playful fish. You will then get back on your kayak and explore over and
underwater the historic “
fish protection wall”where you will encounter the "sea monsters" which you can feed right off your hands!
These monsters are a variety of colorful and tropical fish and such as yellow tail snappers, large schools of blue tangs, damselfish,
sergeant major and other marine creatures.
Indulge yourself in this tropical atmosphere and the underwater realm of this national treasure.
Important Notes:
- This tour includes land transportation and is open to ages 5 and up.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or
respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have
concerns should consult with their personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
SJA5

Marine Park Snorkeling

PRICES:

Adult 85.00/Child 81.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 5 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am
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SJA6

Bacardi Distillery Museum Tour

PRICES:

Adult 34.00/Child 25.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

8:30 am

Board your air-conditioned coach for the approximately 30-minute drive to Bacardi located in Cataño. Tour the famous Bacardi
Visitor Center which traces the famed rum distillery's history and heritage from the company's founding to the present.
Your approximately 90-minute, self-guided audio tour is a multimedia experience that visits seven exhibit rooms, including a stateof-the art theater. The tour concludes with a visit to the Hospitality Pavilion for a complimentary cocktail. bacardi products are
available for purchase.

Important Notes:
Participants must be at least 21 years to sample alcoholic beverages. Bacardi is a popular site; for this reason, you may
experience extended wait time. Bring adequate sun protection and wear comfortable walking shoes. Traffic can be congested.
Alternate routes are implemented whenever possible. Some of the stops are unguided allowing guests to browse on their own.
SJA7

El Yunque Rainforest Drive

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:30 am

Don't miss this great opportunity to visit El Yunque National Rainforest, the only tropical rainforest in the U.S. National Forest
System. An approximate 45 minute drive will bring you to enjoy the panoramic view of the tropical woodland with a vast variety of
flora and crystalline waterfalls that spread over hills and valleys. You'll stop briefly at one of its waterfalls, the Observation Tower and
the Tourist Visitation Center.
You will also have the opportunity to take a short stroll on a mostly paved trail for a closer contact with the surroundings. Choose to
visit El Yunque and experience nature and its true beauty!
Important Notes:
- This is not a hiking tour and therefore is suitable for all ages.
- Bring a light raincoat and/or towel.
- Traffic can be congested. Alternate routes are used whenever possible.
- The stops are unguided allowing guest to browse on their own.
- The air-conditioning on bus may be temporarily discontinued when bus travels up the mountain.
SJA8

El Yunque Rainforest Hike

PRICES:

Adult 59.00/Child 59.00 USD
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DURATION:

4 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

7:30 am

Don't miss this great opportunity to hike at El Yunque National Rainforest, the only tropical rainforest in the U.S. National Forest
System. A scenic drive of approximately an hour will bring you to where your hiking adventure begins. Your guide will lead you
through the wilderness of the rainforest on an approximately two-hour hike (1 1/2 mile roundtrip).
During this time you will enjoy the views of this tropical woodland, its vast variety of flora and if weather permits even get the chance
for a quick dip into the base of one its most beautiful waterfalls. Come along and experience nature and its true beauty!
Important Notes:
- This most active excursion is suitable only for passengers in excellent physical condition. There may be numerous steps, inclines
and rough terrain through the excursion. The paths may be slippery.
- To fully participate may require extended periods of physical extertion, extensive wealking, climbing and/ or hiking.
- The minimum age to participate is 10 years.
- This tour is not recommended for pregnant women or those with heart or back/neck conditions. All participants are required to
complete a waiver and/ or release form disclosing any medical conditions.
- We recommend guest to wear bathing suit under comfortable clothing with good walking shoes or hiking boots and bring their
respecitve ligh rain coat and/or towel. Proximity to the water and swimming will be subject to weather conditions.
- Road traffic can be congested. Alternate routes are used whenever possible.
- The air-conditioning on the bus may be temporarily discontinued when bus travels up the mountain.
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Labadee, Haiti
08-Feb-2013
QLB0

Haitian Cultural Tour at Paradise Cove & Beach Break

PRICES:

Adult 65.00/Child 65.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am, 2:00 pm

Overview:
This tour allows you to learn more about Haitian culture and the people of Haiti while also spending some time at an idyllic beach.

Highlights:
- Relax and sunbathe along 121 meters of beautiful beach
- See exhibits onsite that give you an understanding of the culture and people of Haiti
Full Description:
Located a short water taxi ride away from Labadee is Le Village at Paradise Cove. This private location offers 121 meters of
waterfront with an idyllic beach and scenic overlook that rivals any in the Caribbean. It has a natural drop-off, well suited for playing
and basking at the water's edge. At the base, behold a cool freshwater spring that has created a natural lush grotto tucked under a
canopy of tropical flora.
Upon arrival, you'll have the opportunity to directly go to the beach or follow your guide to discover the rich cultural history that the
people in Haiti are proud to demonstrate. Meet a local fisherman displaying the tools of his trade and showing off his catch of the
day. Traverse a natural freshwater pool on a small bamboo bridge to the village where you will have an opportunity to interact with
the locals. Visit a typical rural Haitian home and its important "Lakou" (courtyard) where daily and social functions take place. View
their cooking techniques, handmade children's toys and natural materials used to build their homes. See how Haitian peanut butter
is processed and how coffee and the orange peel are prepared for exportation to France. Your guide will also give you an overview
on the religion of voudou and how it has played such an important role in their lives. Many other exhibits onsite will give you an
understanding of the culture and people of Haiti. A local artisan shop is available for those special souvenirs.

After the tour of the village, you will descend to Paradise Beach. Floats and chairs will be available beachside. A welcome drink
from the beach bar is included. Relax in the water or sunbathe before your water taxi ride back to Labadee. Complimentary rum
tasting, use of snorkel equipment, and kayaks will be available.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
QLB2

Labadee Snorkel Safari

PRICES:

Adult 47.00/Child 36.00 USD
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DURATION:

2 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 350 pounds, Minimum Age: 3 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:45 am, 1:15 pm

Overview:
Take in the breathtaking views of Haiti's beautiful, mountainous north coast. Get some sun, go for a swim, snorkel, or relax listening
to the sounds of the islands.
Highlights:
- Enjoy a scenic cruise on a catamaran along Haiti's breathtaking coastline
- Experience a guided snorkel tour
Full Description:
Hop aboard a double deck catamaran for a scenic cruise along Haiti's breathtaking coastline on your way to snorkeling reefs. Your
professional snorkel instructors will provide a guided snorkel tour and fish feeding for a fun and interactive marine life experience. All
snorkel equipment is provided along with instructions to ensure snorkelers of all experience levels have a fun filled snorkel safari.
After an hour of snorkeling, come back onboard for complimentary rum or fruit punch and some great island tunes. Whether you
come aboard to snorkel, sunbathe or swim, you're sure to enjoy yourself!

What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Minimum age for the consumption of alcohol is 21 years. Valid photo ID may be requested.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

QLB4

Sandbar Island Getaway

PRICES:

Adult 45.00/Child 37.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 15 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am

Overview:
Enjoy a family friendly getaway to a beautiful sandbar where you can swim or relax. Highlights:
- Ride onboard a stylish catamaran with views of Haiti's mountainous north coast
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- At the sandbar, swim, sunbathe, or relax
Full Description:
Come along and experience a slice of paradise! Hop aboard a stylish motorized catamaran for a leisurely ride through
Haiti's fantastic reef system while en route to one of nature’
s beautiful creations. This is a great way to experience the
picturesque sites of Haiti's mountainous north coast. Once at the sandbar, enjoy a 360 degree view as you literally stand
in the middle of the ocean with a shipwreck on one side, a tropical island on another, and turquoise waters and
mountains as far as you can see! Go for a swim, suntan, relax, and maybe make some new friends.
At the sandbar, your friendly crew will be spinning the tunes and making sure everyone is enjoying the Caribbean
beauty. The catamaran has an ideal layout with comfortable seating and a bar on each deck. A complimentary fruit
and rum punch is included. A cash bar will be available onboard the catamaran.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Camera
- Sun protection
- Cash for beverages

What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
QLB5

Castaway at Malfini

PRICES:

Adult 65.00/Child 65.00 USD

DURATION:

3 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Weight: 20 pounds, Maximum Weight: 250 pounds, Minimum Age: 12 years, Maximum
Age: 80 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am, 1:00 pm

Overview:
Get castaway at Malfini and experience the feeling of being miles away in your own personal paradise at Malfini, a privately owned
beach.
Highlights:
- Relax on a private owned beach with a floating mat
- Enjoy a complimentary “
Malfini Punch”
Full Description:
Have you ever wished you could just get away from it all? Have you ever looked at one of those beaches in the movies, miles from
nowhere, where peace and serenity are all you will find? Well, get castaway at Malfini. A twenty minute boat ride will take you to a
privately owned beach with pristine white sands, hidden in a remote cove surrounded by lush tropical vegetation.
Your tour guide will give you a short glimpse into Haiti's history and culture and answer all the questions you might have about this
port of call. After being greeted with a complimentary “
Malfini Punch”
, take your floating mat and drift away in paradise. Visit the
unique Canoe Bar and have our bartender fix you a special drink. Time stands still at Malfini...cool off in the turquoise water...doze
away in your lounge chair...experience paradise! Very limited space so sign up early!
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What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Cash for drinks
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
QLC8

Sandbar Island Adult Getaway

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

2 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 21 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

1:15 pm

Overview:
Get away from the real world on an adults only adventure to a sandbar to swim or relax
Highlights:
- Ride onboard a stylish catamaran with views of Haiti's mountainous north coast
- At the sandbar, swim, sunbathe, or relax
- Enjoy a rum punch and Caribbean music
Full Description:
Take off your watches as you hop aboard the "Island Time", a custom designed, comfortable, sporty and spacious motorized
catamaran. Sip a complimentary rum punch and enjoy the ride set against the stunning mountainous coastline of Haiti. As you
weave your way past coral reefs, suntan on the front deck, hang out at "The Sand Bar", the onboard cash bar, enjoy the music and
the view from the captain's deck, or simply turn around and talk to someone you haven't met yet.
Upon arrival at the exclusive sandbar, take a swim in clear turquoise waters or relax on a complimentary floating beach mat. Enjoy
the 360 degree view as you literally stand in the middle of the ocean. Spice it up with a rum punch and maybe hit the dance floor on
the ride back to Labadee.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Bring photo identification with proof of age
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Camera
- Sun protection
- Cash for beverages
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
ZL01

Arawak Aqua Park

PRICES:

Adult 15.00/Child 15.00 USD
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DURATION:

1 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 48 inches, Minimum Age: 4 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 4:00 pm

Overview:
Fun for adults and kids alike.
Highlights:
- Have fun at the Arawak Aqua Park with icebergs, in-water trampolines and other water toys
Full Description:
Come climb the only icebergs in the Caribbean at the Arawak Aqua Park. Enjoy bouncing on the giant floating trampolines, water
slides, rolling log, and many other water toys that will keep you cool while having fun. Space is limited, so sign up early. Fun for
adults and kids.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes
- To participate, you must be able to swim.
- Children less than 48 inches tall must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
- All guests will be required to wear a personal floatation device at all times.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.

ZL02

Floating Beach Mat

PRICES:

Adult 12.00/Child 12.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 4 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
Relax on the beach or in the water on a floating beach mat.
Highlights:
- Relax comfortably on the white sand beaches or atop the warm Caribbean water on your floating mat
Full Description:
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This is a great way to just relax and catch some sun in the water or on the beach. This super soft foam mattress is ideal for the
beach or water. The floating beach mat is available all day at your leisure.
ZL03

Labadee Wave Jet Tour - Driver

PRICES:

Adult 89.00/Child 89.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 16 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 10:30 am, 11:00 am, 11:30 am, 12:00 pm, 12:30 pm, 1:00 pm, 1:30 pm, 2:00 pm,
2:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 4:30 pm

Overview:
A fun and thrilling way to take to the waters of Labadee –on your own personal watercraft.
New and experienced drivers welcome.
Highlights:
- Receive instruction and safety briefing from SeaTrek instructor
- Drive for 50 minutes in the “
fast lane”on the Caribbean ocean
Full Description:
Guided by a SeaTrek instructor, this 50-minute adventure takes you zooming along Labadee's coast for the ride of a lifetime on a
personal watercraft! This is an adventure you don't want to miss!
What to bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Valid driver's license
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit or clothing you don't mind getting wet
Important Notes:
- No alcohol can be consumed before the tour.
- Minimum age to drive is 16 years with a valid driver’
s license. If under 21 years, you must show your license.
- Maximum 1 driver and 1 passenger per personal watercraft. This booking is valid for driver only. Passengers need to reserve
separately.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
ZL04

Parasail

PRICES:

Adult 79.00/Child 79.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 5:00 pm
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Overview:
Enjoy the scenery of Labadee from a unique vantage point - 400 feet above the sea.
Highlights:
- Parasail for approx. 5-6 minutes
Full Description:
Come fly the skies of Labadee. This tour will take you up 400 feet above Labadee for a breathtaking and memorable flight. Enjoy the
panoramic scenery of Labadee and the surrounding islands from a bird’
s eye view.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Sun protection and sunglasses
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Guests between the ages of 12-15 must fly with a parent or guardian.
- Everyone flies tandem. Maximum of 375 lbs.
- Boat ride will be approximately 45 –60 minutes. Duration of flight is 5-6 minutes.
ZL05

Kayak Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 38.00/Child 32.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 8 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

11:00 am, 1:30 pm

Overview:
Experience the beautiful scenery of Labadee from the vantage point of a kayak.
Highlights:
- A guided kayak tour through the Bay of Labadee
Full Description:
Enjoy a leisurely paddle through the Bay of Labadee with one of your SeaTrek guides. Learn about the rich and colorful heritage of
the Haitian culture while enjoying the beautiful scenery and amazing landscapes that Labadee has to offer. Your SeaTrek guide will
give you all the instructions you need. All guests are required to wear a personal floatation device.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (provided onboard the ship)
- Waterproof camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
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What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit or clothing you don't mind getting wet
- Aqua shoes are suggested
ZL06

Labadee Wave Jet Tour - Passenger

PRICES:

Adult 29.00/Child 29.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 10:30 am, 11:00 am, 11:30 am, 12:00 pm, 12:30 pm, 1:00 pm, 1:30 pm, 2:00 pm,
2:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 4:30 pm

Overview:
A fun and thrilling way to take to the waters of Labadee –as a passenger on your own personal watercraft.
Highlights:
- Receive instruction and safety briefing from SeaTrek instructor
- Enjoy 50 minutes in the “
fast lane”on the Caribbean ocean as a passenger
Full Description:
Guided by a SeaTrek instructor, this 50-minute adventure takes you zooming along Labadee's coast for the ride of a lifetime on a
personal watercraft! This is an adventure you don't want to miss!
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Towel (provided onboard the ship)
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- The maximum combined weight must not exceed 375 lbs.
- Maximum 1 driver and 1 passenger per watercraft. This booking valid for passenger only. Drivers must reserve separately. A
passenger between the ages of 10-15 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.
- Passenger booking must be reserved in conjunction with a driver booking for the same departure time.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
ZL16

Labadee Historic Walking Tour

PRICES:

Adult 18.00/Child 10.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:30 am, 1:30 pm, 3:00 pm

Overview:
A unique opportunity to learn about the history and culture of Haiti from a Haitian historian on a walking tour around Labadee.
Highlights:
- Learn about the history of Haiti over the last 500 years on a comfortably paced walking tour
Full Description:
Meet the local guide for a journey back in time and discover the rich history of the Haitian people. Your Haitian historian will take
you on a comfortably paced walk around Labadee where you will visit the historic ruins of Nelli's Tower, listen to the breathing
Dragon's Rock and learn about the history of Haiti over the last 500 years.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable walking shoes
Important Notes:
- This is a walking tour under tropical conditions so participants need to be in moderate physical condition.
ZL26

Dragon's Breath Flight Line

PRICES:

Adult 85.00/Child 85.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s) 15 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 60 inches, Minimum Weight: 75 pounds, Maximum weight: 250 pounds

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 10:30 am, 11:00 am, 11:30 am, 12:00 pm, 12:30 pm, 1:00 pm, 1:30 pm, 2:00 pm,
2:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 4:30 pm

Overview:
Experience a view that only the birds have enjoyed as you soar over the beaches on the flight line for spectacular views of Labadee.
Highlights:
- Soar over 500 feet above the beaches at speeds of 40-50 mph
Full Description:
Come test the trade winds on Labadee's Dragon's Breath Flight Line. After a flight briefing and orientation, test your mettle on our
shorter "Little Dragon" flight line. Then experience a short drive in our custom-made safari vehicles to the take-off point for the
Dragon's Breath, 500 feet above the beaches of Labadee. At over 2,600 feet long, this is the longest flight line in the world over
water. Enjoy breathtaking views, as you zip down the flight line at speeds of 40-50 mph. Your flight lands at Dragon's Breath Rock
where your adventure began.
What to Bring:
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- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Flight line staff reserves the right to adjust maximum weight for current weather conditions.
- Not recommended for guests with back or neck problems.
ZL29

Arawaky Snorkel Adventure

PRICES:

Adult 69.00/Child 49.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s) 45 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 10 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 12:15 pm, 2:15 pm

Overview:
Enjoy a high speed adventure in and around the same reefs that Columbus navigated 500 years ago.
Highlights:
- Travel up to 50 mph in this 30 ft, 450 horsepower RIB boat
- Snorkel and experience the beauty of Haiti's best reefs
Full Description:
Travel up to 50 mph in this 30 ft, 450 horsepower RIB boat, seating a maximum of 12 guests with 2 crew attending to your needs.
Along the way, enjoy the sights of local Haitian villages, learning about their colorful past. View a modern day shipwreck, and from
the Bay of Acul, see the Citadel in the distance, Haiti's most famous landmark. Enjoy a snorkel stop at one of Haiti's best reefs
with personalized instruction and equipment included. This is an adventurous tour off the beaten path.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
- Waterproof camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Not recommended for guests with neck, back or knee problems or for pregnant women.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness level and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests
with cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory conditions or any other medical condition should take
particular caution when selecting a tour with snorkeling/swimming elements. Guests who have concerns should consult with their
personal physician before engaging in any activity that may be strenuous for them.
ZL35

Dragon's Splash Waterslide

PRICES:

Adult 20.00/Child 20.00 USD
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DURATION:

At Your Leisure

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Height: 48 inches, Minimum Age: 7 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
Slip and slide down the newest attraction in Labadee - The Dragon's Splash Waterslide. Cool off on this exciting salt water slide
that is almost 300 feet long. This fun adventure is available all day at your leisure.
Highlights:
- Slide down the 300 foot long slide into an 18 foot splash zone.
- Available at your leisure all day

Full Description:
You'll embark on a short journey into Columbus Coves' forest where a stone pathway meanders through the vegetation, climbing up
to the head of the dragon. Slip and slide down this 300 foot long stainless steel custom built creation that ends in a splash in an 18
foot splash zone. Best of all - it’
s available at your leisure all day.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
ZL38

Dragon's Tail Coaster - Single Ride

PRICES:

Adult 19.00/Child 19.00 USD

DURATION:

30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Minimum Age: 12 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 10:30 am, 11:00 am, 11:30 am, 12:00 pm, 12:30 pm, 1:00 pm, 1:30 pm, 2:00 pm,
2:30 pm, 3:00 pm, 3:30 pm, 4:00 pm, 4:30 pm

Overview:
Take a ride on the wild side! Roar down the side of the mountain on this thrilling alpine coaster ride. Purchase a ticket and you can
take a person along in your cart for free!
Highlights:
- Experience the thrill of riding the Dragon's Tail Coaster through a series of dips, waves and curves
- Single ride access
Full Description:
Enjoy the breathtaking beauty of Labadee as you slowly rise up from the beach on Santa Maria's lookout mountain. Once you
reach 680 feet, you'll have just enough time to catch your breath and marvel at the view before turning and whooshing down at 30
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miles per hour. As you race through 360-degree turns as well as dips, waves and curves, you can catch glimpses of the ocean.
Roaring down the gorgeous mountainside forest, this alpine coaster is one thrilling ride you and your family will be talking about
long after you get home.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship).
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Purchase a ticket and you can take a person along in your cart for free!
- Children between the ages of 5 and 11 may ride in the same cart with their parent/guardian.
- Maximum occupancy per cart is 2 persons with a maximum combined weight of 360 pounds.
- Total ride time is approximately 3-5 minutes.

ZL49

Arawak Aqua Park & Dragon's Tail Coaster Single Ride Combo

PRICES:

Adult 29.00/Child 29.00 USD

DURATION:

1 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

Maximum Weight: 360 pounds, Minimum Age: 5 years

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am, 11:00 am, 12:00 pm, 1:00 pm, 2:00 pm, 3:00 pm, 4:00 pm

Overview:
Take a ride on the wild side! Roar down the side of the mountain on this thrilling alpine coaster ride. Next enjoy the largest aqua
park in the Caribbean. A great combo for adults, kids and families.
Highlights:
- Experience the thrill of riding the Dragon's Tail Coaster through a series of dips, waves and curves - single ride access
- Have fun at the Arawak Aqua Park with icebergs, in-water trampolines and other water toys
Full Description:
Enjoy savings at two of our popular attractions with this online combo. Enjoy the breathtaking beauty of Labadee as you slowly rise
up from the beach on Santa Maria's lookout mountain. Once you reach 680 feet, you'll have just enough time to catch your breath
and marvel at the view before turning and whooshing down at 30 miles per hour. As you race through 360-degree turns as well as
dips, waves and curves, you can catch glimpses of the ocean. Roaring down the gorgeous mountainside forest, this alpine coaster
is one thrilling ride you and your family will be talking about long after you get home.
Come climb the only icebergs in the Caribbean at the Arawak Aqua Park. Enjoy bouncing on the giant floating trampolines, water
slides, rolling log and many other water toys that will keep you cool while having fun. Space is limited, so sign up early. Fun for
adults and kids.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship)
- Towel (available onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
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Important Notes:
- Total coaster ride time is approximately 3-5 minutes.
- Minimum age to be a single rider on the Dragon’
s Tail Coaster is 12 years. Children between the ages of 5 and 11 may ride in the
same cart with their parent/guardian.
- Maximum occupancy per cart is 2 persons with a maximum combined weight of 360 pounds.
- You can take a person along in your cart for free!
- To participate in the aqua park, you must be able to swim.
ZL88

Beach Cabana - Over the Water at Nellie's Beach

PRICES:

Adult 250.00/Child 250.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:00 am

Overview:
Enjoy the beach on Labadee in style in a beach cabana nestled on the hillside of Nellie’
s Beach with private water access.
Highlights:
- Cabana rental for the full day
- Furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and ceiling fan
- Rental includes 2 floating beach mats, lunch buffet, and the use of beach towels
- Personal cabana attendant service
Full Description:
The upscale sea view cabanas nestled on the hillside of Nellie’
s beach with water access are a great place to relax and enjoy the
seclusion, while remaining among the action of Nellie’
s Beach.
The cabanas are furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and a ceiling fan. Rental of a cabana will include 2 floating beach
mats, upgraded lunch buffet, towels, and the great service of a personal cabana attendant.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Pricing is per cabana, not per person. One person in the party should reserve the cabana.
- Individual cabanas will be assigned once on Labadee
- Each Cabana is equipped with two lounge chairs and will accommodate the maximum of 6 guests.
- To access the cabana, you will have to cross approximately 20 yards of sand and uneven pathway. Guests with limited mobility
will not be able to access the water from the cabana.
ZL89

Beach Cabana - Hillside at Nellie's Beach

PRICES:

Adult 225.00/Child 225.00 USD
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DURATION:

At Your Leisure

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:15 am

Overview:
Enjoy the beach on Labadee in style in a beach cabana nestled on the hillside of Nellie’
s Beach.
Highlights:
- Cabana rental for the full day
- Furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and ceiling fan
- Rental includes 2 floating beach mats, lunch buffet, and the use of beach towels
- Personal cabana attendant service
Full Description:
The upscale sea view cabanas nestled on the hillside of Nellie’
s beach are a great place to relax and enjoy the seclusion, while
remaining among the action of Nellie’
s Beach.

The cabanas are furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and a ceiling fan. Rental of a cabana will include 2 floating beach
mats, upgraded lunch buffet, towels, and the great service of a personal cabana attendant.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Camera
What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Pricing is per cabana, not per person. One person in the party should reserve the cabana.
- Individual cabanas will be assigned once on Labadee
- Each Cabana is equipped with two lounge chairs and will accommodate the maximum of 6 guests.
- To access the cabana, you will have to cross approximately 20 yards of sand and uneven pathway. Guests with limited mobility
will not be able to access the water from the cabana.
ZLA6

Beach Cabana at Nellie's Beach

PRICES:

Adult 225.00/Child 225.00 USD

DURATION:

At Your Leisure

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

10:15 am

Overview:
Enjoy the beach on Labadee in style in a beach cabana nestled on the Nellie’
s Beach with direct access to the water.
Highlights:
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- Cabana rental for the full day
- Furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and ceiling fan
- Rental includes 2 floating beach mats, lunch buffet, and the use of beach towels
- Personal cabana attendant service
Full Description:
The upscale cabanas nestled on the Nellie’
s beach with direct water access are a great place to relax and enjoy the seclusion,
while remaining among the action of Nellie’
s Beach.
The cabanas are furnished with luxury resort style lounge chairs and a ceiling fan. Rental of a cabana will include 2 floating beach
mats, upgraded lunch buffet, towels, and the great service of a personal cabana attendant.
What to Bring:
- You should always take your SeaPass card (provided onboard the ship)
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Camera

What to Wear:
- Wear your bathing suit
Important Notes:
- Pricing is per cabana, not per person. One person in the party should reserve the cabana.
- Individual cabanas will be assigned once on Labadee
- To access the cabana, you will have to cross approximately 20 yards of sand and uneven pathway.
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Fort Lauderdale, Florida
10-Feb-2013
FT01

Everglades Airboat Ride (Ends at FLL)

PRICES:

Adult 56.00/Child 46.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
Take an exciting airboat ride through the Florida Everglades. Explore the amazing eco-system, home to an abundance of birds,
mammals and reptiles.
Highlights:
- 30 minute airboat ride through the Everglades
- Drop off at the Ft. Lauderdale airport
Full Description:
The Everglades is one of the most spectacular eco-systems in America. This unique area, often referred to as the “
River of Grass”
,
covers a large portion of South Florida. Enjoy the excitement and natural beauty of the park during your 30-minute ride through the
Everglades. If you are lucky, you may have the opportunity to see the most famous resident of the park, the American alligator.
Back on shore at the alligator demonstration, a professional handler will give you an up-close look at this magnificent reptile. Your
tour concludes at the Ft. Lauderdale airport.
What to Bring:
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Insect repellant
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes

Important Notes:
- Please verify your flight time prior to booking this tour. This tour is available to guests with flights departing from Ft. Lauderdale
airport at 2:30pm or later for domestic flights and 3:30pm or later for international flights.
- For those guests who are sailing on consecutive cruises or are visiting Ft. Lauderdale as a regular port of call visit, you will be
returned to the ship.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests with
pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory
conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should
consult their physician before engaging in any activity which may be strenuous.

FT15

Everglades Airboat Ride (Ends at MIA)

PRICES:

Adult 62.00/Child 57.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A
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DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
Take an exciting airboat ride through the Florida Everglades. Explore the amazing eco-system, home to an abundance of tropical
birds, mammals and reptiles.
Highlights:
- 30 minute airboat ride through the Everglades
- Drop off at the Miami airport
Full Description:
The Everglades is one of the most spectacular eco-systems in America. This unique area, often referred to as the “
River of Grass”
,
covers a large portion of South Florida. En route to the recreational park, your guide will share interesting information about South
Florida and the Everglades. Then enjoy the excitement and natural beauty of the park during your 30-minute ride through the
Everglades. If you are lucky, you may have the opportunity to see the most famous resident of the park; the American alligator.
Back on shore at the animal sanctuary, after a short presentation, you will have the opportunity to get closer to beautiful tropical
birds, rare snakes and even pet an endangered Florida panther. Your tour concludes at the Miami International Airport.

What to Bring:
- Sun protection and sunglasses
- Insect repellant
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Please verify your flight time prior to booking this tour. This tour is available to guests with flights departing from Miami
International Airport at 3:30pm or later for domestic flights and 4:30pm or later for international flights.
- Guests should consider their physical fitness and medical history when determining whether this tour is appropriate. Guests with
pre-existing neck, back, knee and/or shoulder injuries, cardiac conditions, asthma, diabetes, epilepsy, other heart or respiratory
conditions or any other medical condition should take particular caution when selecting a tour. Guests who have concerns should
consult their physician before engaging in any activity which may be strenuous.

FT16

Ft. Lauderdale Land and Sea (Ends at FLL)

PRICES:

Adult 59.00/Child 46.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
On land and water, you will see the historic sites of world famous Ft. Lauderdale, "The Venice of America".
Highlights:
- Air-conditioned bus ride through Ft. Lauderdale’
s city highlights
- Ride on a Mississippi paddle wheeler style boat along the famous Intracoastal Waterway
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- Drop off at Ft. Lauderdale airport
Full Description:
Aboard your comfortable, air-conditioned bus, you’
ll explore city highlights and historic sights of Ft. Lauderdale. You’
ll see the
exciting Arts and Sciences District, the lovely Riverwalk and the elegant Las Olas Boulevard, with its boutiques, cafés, and
galleries.
Following your city highlights tour by motor coach, you will board a Mississippi paddle wheeler style boat for a 90-minute journey
down the New River, out into the Intracoastal Waterway, and into Port Everglades. The lower deck of your boat, the “
Carrie B”(or
similar,) has plenty of seating, a refreshment area with a full bar and large glass windows for great views of the sights along the
shoreline. For those guests who wish to enjoy the warm Florida sun and take advantage of the numerous photo opportunities, the
upper deck provides great views as well. On the Intracoastal Waterway, you will see why the city is known as "The Venice of
America". You'll see the world-famous Hyatt Pier 66 Resort Hotel and Marina, and Burt Reynolds' restaurant. You’
ll pass the
Historic Stranahan House, the luxury homes of millionaires, majestic mega yachts, and sleek sailboats. Your captain will provide
an ongoing narration about all the points of interest including profiles of cruise ships together with any navy ships and submarines in
port. Don't forget to bring your camera and sunscreen for the upper deck!

After your boat ride, the narrated city tour continues to the Fort Lauderdale airport.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Please verify your flight time prior to booking this tour. This tour is available to guests with domestic flights departing Ft.
Lauderdale airport (FLL) after 2:30pm and international flights departing after 3:30pm.
- For those guests who are sailing on consecutive cruises, you will be returned to the ship.
- A minimum number of participants is required for this tour to operate, thus if the minimum number of participants is not met, the
tour is subject to cancellation.
FT17

Ft. Lauderdale Land and Sea (Ends at MIA)

PRICES:

Adult 70.00/Child 59.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:00 am

Overview:
By land and on the water, you will see the historic sites of world famous Ft. Lauderdale; "The Venice of America".
Highlights:
- An air-conditioned bus ride through Ft. Lauderdale’
s City Highlights
- Ride on a Mississippi paddle wheeler style boat along the famous Intracoastal Waterway
- Drop off at Miami airport.
Full Description:
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ll Aboard your comfortable, air-conditioned bus, you’
ll explore city highlights and historic sights of world famous Ft. Lauderdale.
You’
ll see the exciting Arts and Sciences District, the lovely Riverwalk and the elegant Las Olas Boulevard, with its boutiques,
cafés, and galleries.
Following your city highlights tour by motor coach, you will board a Mississippi paddle wheeler style boat for a 90-minute journey
down the New River, out into the Intracoastal Waterway, and into Port Everglades. The lower deck of your boat, the “
Carrie B”(or
similar,) has plenty of seating, a refreshment area with a full bar and large glass windows for great views of the sights along the
shoreline. For those guests who wish to enjoy the warm Florida sun and take advantage of the numerous photo opportunities, the
upper deck provides great views as well. On the Intracoastal Waterway, you will see why the city is known as "The Venice of
America". You'll see the world-famous Hyatt Pier 66 Resort Hotel and Marina, and Burt Reynolds' restaurant. You’
ll pass the
Historic Stranahan House, the luxury homes of millionaires, majestic mega yachts, and sleek sailboats. Your captain will provide
an ongoing narration about all the points of interest including profiles of cruise ships together with any navy ships and submarines in
port. Don't forget to bring your camera and sunscreen for the upper deck!
After your boat ride, the narrated city tour continues to the Miami airport.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection and sunglasses

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Please verify your flight time prior to booking this tour. This tour is available to guests with domestic flights departing Miami
International Airport (MIA) after 3:30pm and international flights departing after 4:30pm.
- A minimum number of participants is required for this tour to operate, thus if the minimum number of participants is not met, the
tour is subject to cancellation.
FT21

Sawgrass Mills Mall Express (Ends at FLL)

PRICES:

Adult 39.00/Child 32.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
This tour gives shoppers the opportunity to visit one of the largest shopping malls in North America. The tour also provides the
added convenience of taking you directly to Ft. Lauderdale airport following your shopping spree.
Highlights:
- Shopping in Sawgrass Mills Mall, one of the largest malls in North America
- Transfer to Ft. Lauderdale airport
Full Description:
On this tour, you will have transportation coordinated and be issued a special VIP discount booklet (1 per family). You will be
whisked to Sawgrass Mills Mall, a shopping extravaganza with over 2.5 million square feet of retail shopping space. Sawgrass Mills
is one of the largest shopping complexes in North America, with countless stores, restaurants and entertainment venues. Spend
your time shopping and browsing the fabulous and diverse stores. There are also refreshments at the food court. After your
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shopping spree, you’
ll board your motor coach for the Ft. Lauderdale airport.
What to Bring:
- Cash and credit cards for shopping
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- The Mall opens at 10:00am Monday - Saturday, 11:00am on Sunday. Your host store at Sawgrass Mills, Saks of 5th
Avenue, opens everyday at 10:00am for your shopping convenience.
- Please verify your flight time prior to booking this tour. This tour is available to guests with flights departing from Ft. Lauderdale
airport at 3pm or later for domestic flights, and 4pm or later for international flights.
- For those guests who are sailing on consecutive cruises, you will be returned to the ship.
FT22

Sawgrass Mills Mall Express (Ends at MIA)

PRICES:

Adult 49.00/Child 32.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
This tour gives shoppers the opportunity to visit one of the largest shopping malls in North America. The tour also provides the
added convenience of taking you directly to Miami International Airport following your shopping spree.
Highlights:
- Shop in Sawgrass Mills Mall, one of the largest malls in North America
- Transfer to Miami International Airport

Full Description:
On this tour, you will have transportation coordinated and be issued a special VIP discount booklet (1 per family). You will be
whisked to Sawgrass Mills Mall, a shopping extravaganza with over 2.5 million square feet of retail shopping space. Sawgrass Mills
is one of the largest shopping complexes in North America, with countless stores, restaurants and entertainment venues. Spend
your time shopping and browsing the fabulous and diverse stores. There are also refreshments at the food court. After your
shopping spree, you’
ll board your motor coach for the Miami International Airport.
What to Bring:
- Cash and credit cards for shopping
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- The Mall opens at 10:00am Monday - Saturday, 11:00am on Sunday. Your host store at Sawgrass Mills, Saks of 5th
Avenue, opens everyday at 10:00am for your shopping convenience.
Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is available to guests with flights departing from Miami International Airport
at 3:30 pm or later for domestic flights and 4:30 pm or later for international flights.
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- For those guests who are sailing on consecutive cruises, you will be returned to the ship.
FT27

Extended Stay-Hollywood City Pass - Ends at Ft Lauderdale Airport (FLL)

PRICES:

Adult 35.00/Child 17.50 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
If you don’
t fly out of Ft. Lauderdale until late in the afternoon, let the staff of the Hollywood's Cruise Guest Hospitality Center help
you plan a wonderful day. You will have the added pleasure of knowing that you, your party and your bags will get to the airport in
plenty of time to catch your flight. This option is for guests flying out of Ft. Lauderdale after 4pm (domestic flights) or 5pm
(international flights).
Highlights:
- Store up to 2 bags at the Ft. Lauderdale Airport
- Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation to downtown.
- Spend the day shopping, dining, exploring, or sunbathing
Full Description:
Don’
t waste the last day of your vacation stuck in a crowded airport terminal when you could be enjoying more of the Ft. Lauderdale
area. The City Pass program allows you to go see more of South Florida. On this tour, you will be whisked to Hollywood's Cruise
Guest Hospitality Center, right at the Boardwalk on beautiful Hollywood Beach.
The staff will help you plan a day of activities tailored to your interests. Shopping, dining, sunshine, and sightseeing are available
with your City Pass Card. Visit famous South Florida parks, boardwalks and downtown shopping areas. Discounts are available at
many outlets when you use your City Pass discount card. Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley of minibus for transportation to
downtown. Transportation to the airport departs at 2pm. City Pass staff will transport your luggage to the appropriate airline terminal
bag storage facility. Make your reservations early, space is limited.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection

What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Luggage must be retrieved by 5pm at the Ft. Lauderdale International Airport (FLL). Guests are limited to checking in 2 pieces of
luggage per person, additional pieces may be checked for a fee. Limited space is available for hand luggage at the hospitality
center; we encourage you to check your bags at the pier. The local staff are unable to take responsibility for lost or stolen items.
- Transportation will depart from the hospitality center at 2pm for guests with domestic flights from Ft. Lauderdale after 4pm and
international flights after 5pm. If you wish to arrive to the airport earlier or if you miss the last shuttle departure, transportation must
be secured at your own expense.
- For security purposes, guests wishing to participate in this tour must provide the Shore Excursion team with flight details 2 days
prior to the end of the cruise.
For those guests who are sailing on consecutive cruises, you will be returned to the ship.
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FT28

Extended Stay-Hollywood City Pass - ends at Miami Airport (MIA)

PRICES:

Adult 40.00/Child 20.00 USD

DURATION:

4 hr(s) 30 min(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
If you don’
t fly out of Miami until late in the afternoon, let the staff of the Hollywood's Cruise Guest Hospitality Center help you plan
a wonderful day. You will have the added pleasure of knowing that you, your party and your bags will get to the airport in plenty of
time to catch your flight. This option is for guests flying out of Miami after 5pm (domestic flights) or 6pm (international flights).
Highlights:
- Store up to 2 bags on the motorcoach
- Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation to downtown
- Spend the day shopping, dining, exploring, or sunbathing

Full Description:
Don’
t waste the last day of your vacation stuck in a crowded airport terminal when you could be enjoying more of the Ft. Lauderdale
area. The City Pass program allows you to go see more of South Florida. On this tour, you will be whisked to Hollywood's Cruise
Guest Hospitality Center, right at the Boardwalk on beautiful Hollywood Beach.
The staff will help you plan a day of activities tailored to your interests. Shopping, dining, sunshine, and sightseeing are
available with your City Pass Card. Visit famous South Florida parks, boardwalks and downtown shopping areas. Discounts are
available at many outlets when you use your City Pass discount card. Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation
to downtown. Transportation to the airport departs at 2pm. City Pass staff will transport your luggage to the appropriate airline
terminal bag storage facility. Make your reservations early, space is limited.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Luggage must be retrieved by 5:30pm at the Miami International Airport (MIA). Guests are limited to checking in 2 pieces of
luggage per person, additional pieces may be checked for a fee. Limited space is available for hand luggage at the hospitality
center; we encourage you to check your bags at the pier. The local staff are unable to take responsibility for lost or stolen items.
- Transportation will depart from the hospitality center at 2pm for guests with domestic flights from Miami after 5pm and international
flights after 6pm. If you wish to arrive to the airport earlier or if you miss the last shuttle departure, transportation must be secured
at your own expense.
- For security purposes, guests wishing to participate in this tour must provide the Shore Excursion team with flight details 2 days
prior to the end of the cruise.
FT29

Extended Stay-Hollywood City Pass - Ends at Ft Lauderdale Airport (FLL)

PRICES:

Adult 35.00/Child 17.50 USD
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DURATION:

6 hr(s)

RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
If you don’
t fly out of Ft. Lauderdale until late in the afternoon, let the staff of the Hollywood's Cruise Guest Hospitality Center help
you plan a wonderful day. You will have the added pleasure of knowing that you, your party and your bags will get to the airport in
plenty of time to catch your flight. This option is for guests flying out of Ft. Lauderdale after 6pm (domestic flights) or 7pm
(international flights).
Highlights:
- Store up to 2 bags at the Ft. Lauderdale Airport
- Use the hop-on / hop-off free trolley for transportation to downtown
- Spend the day shopping, dining, exploring, or sunbathing
Full Description:
Don’
t waste the last day of your vacation stuck in a crowded airport terminal when you could be enjoying more of the Ft. Lauderdale
area. The City Pass program allows you to go see more of South Florida. On this tour, you will be whisked to Hollywood's Cruise
Guest Hospitality Center, right at the Boardwalk on beautiful Hollywood Beach.
The staff will help you plan a day of activities tailored to your interests. Shopping, dining, sunshine, and sightseeing are all available
with your City Pass Card. Visit famous South Florida parks, boardwalks and downtown shopping areas. Discounts are available at
many outlets when you use your City Pass discount card. Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation to
downtown. Transportation to the airport departs at 4pm. City Pass staff will transport your luggage to the appropriate airline terminal
bag storage facility. Make your reservations early, space is limited.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes

Important Notes:
- Luggage must be retrieved by 5pm at the Ft. Lauderdale International Airport (FLL). Guests are limited to checking in 2 pieces of
luggage per person, additional pieces may be checked for a fee. Limited space is available for hand luggage at the hospitality
center; we encourage you to check your bags at the pier. The local staff are unable to take responsibility for lost or stolen items.
- Transportation will depart from the hospitality center at 4pm for guests with domestic flights from Ft. Lauderdale after 6pm and
international flights after 7pm. If you wish to arrive to the airport earlier or if you miss the last shuttle departure, transportation must
be secured at your own expense.
- For security purposes, guests wishing to participate in this tour must provide the Shore Excursion team with flight details 2 days
prior to the end of the cruise.

FT30

Extended Stay-Hollywood City Pass - Ends at Miami Airport (MIA)

PRICES:

Adult 40.00/Child 20.00 USD

DURATION:

6 hr(s)
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RESTRICTIONS:

N/A

DEPARTURE TIMES:

9:30 am

Overview:
If you don’
t fly out of Miami until late in the afternoon, let the staff of the Hollywood's Cruise Guest Hospitality Center help you plan
a wonderful day. You will have the added pleasure of knowing that you, your party and your bags will get to the airport in plenty of
time to catch your flight. This option is for guests flying out of Miami after 7pm (domestic flights) or 8pm (international flights).
Highlights:
- Store up to 2 bags on the motorcoach
- Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation to downtown
- Spend the day shopping, dining, exploring, or sunbathing
Full Description:
Don’
t waste the last day of your vacation stuck in a crowded airport terminal when you could be enjoying more of the Ft. Lauderdale
area. The City Pass program allows you to go see more of South Florida. On this tour, you will be whisked to Hollywood's Cruise
Guest Hospitality Center, right at the Boardwalk on beautiful Hollywood Beach.

The staff will help you plan a day of activities tailored to your interests. Shopping, dining, sunshine, and sightseeing are available
with your City Pass Card. Visit famous South Florida parks, boardwalks and downtown shopping areas. Discounts are available at
many outlets when you use your City Pass discount card. Use the hop-on / hop-off trolley or minibus for transportation to
downtown. Transportation to the airport departs at 4pm. City Pass staff will transport your luggage to the appropriate airline terminal
bag storage facility. Make your reservations early, space is limited.
What to Bring:
- Camera
- Sun protection
What to Wear:
- Recommend wearing light clothing and comfortable shoes
Important Notes:
- Luggage must be retrieved by 5:30pm at the Miami International Airport (MIA). Guests are limited to checking in 2 pieces of
luggage per person, additional pieces may be checked for a fee. Limited space is available for hand luggage at the hospitality
center; we encourage you to check your bags at the pier. The local staff are unable to take responsibility for lost or stolen items.
- Transportation will depart from the hospitality center at 4pm for guests with domestic flights from Miami after 7pm and international
flights after 8pm. If you wish to arrive to the airport earlier or if you miss the last shuttle departure, transportation must be secured
at your own expense.
- For security purposes, guests wishing to participate in this tour must provide the Shore Excursion team with flight details 2 days
prior to the end of the cruise.
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